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Abstract
A large industrial applications potential exists for solar heat at medium temperature
levels (60 to 150C) in food and textile industry, or in solar drying of wood, crops and
fruits, sterilizing, washing, cleaning, distillation and desalination fields. Moreover, so-
lar cooling and air conditioning systems are very interesting applications that need
heat at this temperature range. Various types of solar collectors able to yield heat at
medium temperatures are available in the current market including stationary/non-
stationary and concentrating/non-concentrating collectors. Each type uses different
technology, has different cost and provides different efficiency range and water tem-
perature.
In this thesis a flat plate collector (FPC) with plastic transparent insulation materials
(TIM) and a low-cost overheating protection system destined for heat supply from 80
to 120C is presented. A ventilation channel with a thermally actuated door is in-
serted below the absorber in order to protect the collector from stagnation conditions,
while preserving good performance during normal operation conditions. This collec-
tor is intended to have not only a comparable efficiency with the available commercial
collectors but also low cost. For this objective, a prototype has been constructed and
experimentally tested and in parallel, numerical models have been implemented with
the aim of predicting the thermal behavior of the collector. The present thesis consists
of six chapters and a brief summary of each one is given below:
The first chapter is introductory in nature. A literature survey is carried out in order
to present the most updated R&D status in the field of solar heat at medium temper-
atures. This literature research has allowed to appreciate the latest findings and key
challenges related to the studied topic and to present the contribution of this work to
the pool of existing knowledge.
The second chapter of the thesis is devoted to the description of the experimental
set up. The problem of overheating in FPC with TIM is first introduced and the
technical description of the studied FPC with TIM is then presented. The different
sensors and the collector bank test used in the experimental tests are described. The
test procedures adopted during the experiments are presented including indoor and
outdoor tests.
In the third chapter, the implemented fast calculation numerical model is presented.
This model is based on the resolution of the different components of the solar collector
by means of a modular object-oriented platform. In this model, the FPC is consid-
ered as the sum of various components interacting with each other (glass cover, TIM,
21
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air gap, absorber, ventilation channel and insulation). Indoor and outdoor tests are
performed and have shown the effectiveness of the overheating system being able to
maintain low enough temperatures at the collector, preventing thus the plastic TIM
in stagnation conditions. The comparison of the numerical results with experiments
has demonstrated that the code can accurately reproduce the performance of the col-
lector such as efficiency, heat losses and thermal behavior of a complete real day under
stagnation conditions. With the aim of further improvement of the performance of
the presented solar collector, several parametric simulations using the developed nu-
merical tool are performed: 3125 different configurations are evaluated by means of
virtual prototyping and the results have allowed to propose the most promising design
of a stagnation proof FPC with plastic TIM able to work at operating temperature
of 100C with good efficiency. It is shown that the proposed optimal collector can
compete with other commercially available solar collectors with expected lower cost.
In the fourth chapter, the most critical elements of the collector (ventilation channel
and air gap&TIM) have been substituted by high-level CFD objects in the imple-
mented modular object-oriented code. For the detailed numerical simulations, Large
Eddy Simulations (LES) modeling is used. In order to speed-up the simulations, par-
allelisation techniques are used allowing to use various processors to solve the whole
system. The results presented in this chapter are part of an ongoing research. The
numerical solutions are firstly validated with benchmark cases. Then, the general
model of the collector is validated by comparison of the numerical results with the
indoor experimental tests showing a reasonable agreement. The preliminary CFD
simulation results have allowed to understand the heat transfer and fluid flow at dif-
ferent operating temperatures of the studied collector.
In the fifth chapter, a three dimensional heat transfer analysis of the honeycomb TIM
is carried out. The cellular and repetitive nature of the TIM structure has allowed to
simplify the problem and to simulate a single isolated cell with opaque and adiabatic
walls. The combined radiation and conduction heat transfer across the isolated cell
is treated by means of the solution of the energy equation in its three dimensional
form which is coupled to the Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE). The Finite Volume
Method is used for the resolution of the RTE. The numerical results are compared to
experimental measurements of the heat transfer coefficient on various honeycomb TIM
given by different authors in the literature showing an acceptable agreement. Finally,
a parametric study is conducted in order to investigate the effect of the variation of
the most relevant optical and dimensional parameters of the TIM on the heat transfer.
Finally, the last chapter summarizes the contribution of this thesis. The possible
directions of further research work are also discussed in brief.
Chapter 1
Introduction
Abstract.
In the present chapter, a literature survey is carried out in order to present the most updated
R&D status in the field of solar heat at medium temperatures and to show the contribution of
this work to the pool of existing knowledge. The purposes of this thesis are also emphasized
being firstly the development and test of an innovative flat plate collector with honeycomb
transparent insulation materials and passive overheating protection system destined for low-
to-medium temperature applications. The second purpose is the development of accurate
numerical tools able to compute the heat transfer and fluid dynamic phenomena of the
studied solar collector.
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1.1 Overview
The solar energy as a renewable energy is actually one of the most attracting topics
for engineers for solar heating applications. A large industrial applications potential
exists for solar heat at medium temperature levels in food and textile industry, or in
solar drying of wood, crops and fruits, sterilizing, washing, cleaning, distillation and
desalination fields [1]. Moreover, solar cooling and air conditioning systems are very
interesting applications that need heat at temperature range of 70 to 120C [2].
Various types of solar collectors able to yield heat at medium temperatures are avail-
able in the current market including stationary/non-stationary and concentrating/
non-concentrating collectors (see figure 1.1). Each type uses different technology, has
different cost and provides different efficiency range and water temperature. Some
of them have been reviewed in different previous studies [3–5] such as stationary
compound parabolic collectors (CPC), evacuated tubes collectors (ETC), Fresnel lens
collectors (FLC), small parabolic trough collectors (PTC) and cylindrical trough col-
lectors (CTC). Some others have been more recently introduced into the market such
as hermetically sealed double glazed collectors with anti-reflective glass [6–8], solar
thermal collectors with fixed mirror and moving absorber [9] and concentrating flat
plate collectors [10].
Moreover, a number of recent research works have been done with the aim of de-
veloping new designs of solar collectors able to yield good performance at medium
temperature range. The proposed designs are mainly centered around the objective
to reduce heat losses or to increment the received solar radiation by the absorber.
Buttinger et al. [13] presented a new flat stationary evacuated CPC-collector that
combined high efficiencies with the advantages of flat collectors. Hirasawa et al. [14]
studied the reduction of natural convection heat losses from a solar thermal collec-
tor by placing a high-porosity porous medium above the collector plate showing an
increase of 7% in the collector efficiency with respect to the conventional collector.
Kim et al. [15] presented a numerical and experimental study of a stationary solar
thermal collector using an evacuated glass and a counter-flow tube able to operate at
a medium-temperature range. Fernández and Dieste [16] developed a solar thermal
collector based on solar concentrating systems and substitution of metallic materials
by plastic ones for economical supply of heat between 40 and 90 C. Nkwetta et
al. [17] presented a novel design of a concentrator augmented solar collector array
that was a combination of evacuated tube heat pipes and either an external or in-
ternal concentrator. This collector yielded good thermal performances for medium
temperature applications.
Flat plate collectors (FPC) are generally designed for applications with typical work-
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(a) SHOTT evacuated tubes collectors [11] (b) SOLITEM Parabolic trough collector
PTC [12]
(c) Linear concentrating Fresnel collector
[12]
(d) Double glazed anti-reflective flat
plate collectors [6]
(e) Concentrating flat plate collectors
[10]
(f) CCStaR Concentrating Collector with
Stationary Reflector [9]
Figure 1.1: Dierent types of solar collectors for heat at medium temperatures.
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ing temperatures between 40C and 60C, which is mainly the case of domestic hot
water systems. By using highly selective absorbers, FPC can currently work up to
80C with good efficiency [3]. FPC have important advantages over other collector
types because they are easier to manufacture, they collect radiation coming from all
directions (direct and diffuse), and therefore, they can be stationary on any given roof.
In the last two decades, various investigation works have tried to increase the ap-
plication range of this kind of solar collectors by reducing their heat losses to the
ambient. Transparent insulations have been used as additional covers placed between
the glass cover and the absorber as a solution to decrease the heat losses by convection
and radiation. Indeed, Teflon films have been used as inner glazing of double-glazed
FPC [18,19]. Despite the heat deflection mechanical problem that the Teflon presents,
new FPC with inner Teflon films have overcome this problem and have shown ability
to operate up to 120C with good performance [20]. Silica aerogel, although its high
price, was also used and showed satisfactory results to improve the efficiency of FPC
as the induced decrease in solar transmittance was compensated by the decrease in
thermal losses [21–23].
Various prototypes of FPC with honeycomb TIM 1 have been also developed and
tested (Platzer [24–26], Schweiger [27], Rommel and Wagner [28], Goetzberger and
Rommel [29]). These studies demonstrated that convective heat losses are signif-
icantly reduced by the use of TIM due to the partition of the space between the
absorber and the cover restricting heat transport by convection and thus, a higher
performance of FPC was achieved. The test results were encouraging and a perfor-
mance comparable to that of evacuated tubes collectors was achieved (Platzer [24],
Schweiger [27], Rommel and Wagner [28]). Most of these works used TIM made of
glass capillary tubes that despite their good resistance to high temperatures, need to
be embedded in a double glazing unit which leaded to a significant increase in their
weight and manufacturing cost.
For commercial solar collectors, plastic TIM can be a good solution since its cost is
substantially less than glass capillaries and the weight is highly reduced. The main
drawback of the FPC with TIM is the high stagnation temperature that they could
reach, especially in summer. Whereas conventional FPC reach stagnation temper-
atures in the range of 160C to 200C and are designed to withstand component
damage at these temperatures, FPC with TIM may reach above 250C [28]. If their
internal temperature is not limited, their components and especially the plastic TIM
can be damaged. Currently, some of the plastic TIM available in the market can with-
1As honeycomb transparent insulation are used in this work, the abreviation “TIM” will refer to
honeycomb TIM in this manuscript.
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stand up to 140C as a maximum resistance temperature [30]. Recently, Giovanetti
et al. [31] presented new types of cellulose triacetate honeycomb TIM destined for the
use in improved FPC.
Some methods for providing overheating protection for solar collectors have been de-
veloped. Harrison et al. [32] used a ventilation channel for limiting the temperature of
standard FPC in climates where there is a potential risk of freezing temperatures. In
such climates, it is common to use anti-freeze heat transport solution that is subject
to deterioration at elevated temperatures. Martinez et al. [33] presented a thermoelec-
tric self-cooling system designed to dissipate excess heat from a solar collector system,
increasing thus the heat losses by more than 50%. The use of thermotropic layers as
overheating protection of polymeric FPC has also shown good results for limiting the
stagnation temperature with an insignificant impact on the efficiency [34–36]. FPC
with plastic TIM and passive overheating system based on closed loop heat-pipe have
been recently introduced to the market showing good thermal performances [37,38].
In this context, a low-to-medium temperature FPC with plastic TIM and equipped
with a low-cost overheating protection system is presented in the present thesis. The
working temperature of the proposed collector is focused on the range from 80 to
120C. The proposed overheating system does not induce a significant additional
cost and consists of a ventilation channel that is inserted at the rear of the collector
between the absorber and the back thermal insulation. The channel outlet is con-
trolled by means of a cheap thermally actuated butterfly door using a shape memory
alloy spring that opens at high operation temperatures to evacuate the excess of heat.
The effectiveness of the proposed overheating system is checked by means of several
experimental tests.
1.2 Background
The present work has been developed at the Heat and Mass Transfer Laboratory,
Laboratori de Termotècnia i Energètica, of the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya,
BarcelonaTech (UPC), also constituted as Heat and Mass Transfer Technological Cen-
ter, Centre Tecnològic de Transferència de Calor (CTTC). The center is situated in
Terrassa, a town located 25 km away from Barcelona.
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1.2.1 Research
The CTTC started its academic activities in the 1970’s. Its research activities are
focussed on two main lines. The first one is related to the mathematical formu-
lation, numerical resolution and experimental validation of heat and mass transfer
phenomena. In this line, the CTTC activities are oriented to natural and forced con-
vection, turbulence modelling (DNS and LES, RANS, etc.), combustion, multiphase
flows (free surface flow, two-phase flow, solid-liquid phase change, etc.), radiation,
porous media, numerical algorithms and solvers, moving and non-structured grids,
high performance computing (parallelisation), verification and validation, etc. The
second line is focused on the thermal and fluid dynamic optimization of thermal sys-
tem and equipment. With the aim of applying the acquired know-how from the basic
studies mentioned above, the second line is devoted to refrigeration (vapour compres-
sion refrigerating systems, hermetic reciprocating compressors, absorption refrigerat-
ing systems, etc.), HVAC (ventilation, diffusion of contaminants in buildings, etc.),
active and passive solar systems (solar collectors using transparent insulation mate-
rials, building facades with transparent layers, ventilation and integrated vegetation,
etc.), heat exchangers (gas liquid compact heat exchangers for automobile radiators,
evaporators and condensers, etc.), heat storage (by liquids and using phase change
materials, etc.), numerical simulation of gaseous contaminant transport, etc. A more
extensive information about research activities (projects and publications) carried out
within the fundamental working lines at CTTC can be found at [39].
The work presented in this document represents a contribution to the solar energy
knowledge of the CTTC and makes part of an important research field of this center.
In fact, the growing interest in renewable energy has led the CTTC research group to
take part in different projects with national and European institutions (see [39] for
details).
Various research works have been previously done in the CTTC in the framework
of the solar energy field. The first steps on this subject were carried out by H.
Schweiger [27] who focused his thesis on the study of flat plate solar collectors with
honeycomb TIM. He developed a software for the high level transient and three di-
mensional simulation of the optical and thermal behaviour of complex solar absorber
structures with TIM. For the simulation of the thermal and solar radiation he used
a Monte Carlo algorithm [40]. J. Cadafalch [41] conducted a numerical study with
experimental validation on the natural convection in a large inclined channel with
asymmetric heating. M. Q. Flores worked [42] on the numerical simulation of rectan-
gular honeycomb with periodic boundary conditions in his tesis. D. Faggembauu [43]
did her thesis in heat transfer and fluid dynamics in double and single skin facades.
More recently, A. A. Hachicha [44] did his thesis in numerical modelling of parabolic
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trough solar collectors.
Turbulence is also a very important research issue in the CTTC. First studies in this
field dated from 1987, in the thesis of Segarra C. D. [45]. In 2000, M. Soria [46]
did his thesis in parallel multigrid algorithms for computational fluid dynamics and
heat transfer. In 2006, F. X. Trias [47] did his thesis in Direct Numerical Simula-
tions (DNS) and regularization modelling of turbulent flows. Recently, the studies
in CTTC have been directed towards Large Eddy Simulations (LES) mainly by O.
Lehmkuhl [48] and R. Borrel [49].
Research works on radiation also represent an important research field in the CTTC.
The main contributions in radiation were principally done by G. Colomer [50] and R.
Capdevila [51] who studied numerical methods for radiative heat transfer.
1.2.2 Facilities
CTTC facilities include a HPC Beowulf cluster called Joan Francesc Fernàndez (JFF)
that has been used in this thesis to perform the parallel calculations. It has 128 clus-
ter nodes, each node has 2 AMD Opteron Quad Core processors with 8 Gigabytes
of RAM memory and linked with an infiniband DDR 4X network interconnection
between nodes with latencies of 2.6 microseconds with a 20Gbits/s bandwith. The
clusterhas also 40 cluster nodes, each node has 2 AMD Opteron with 16 Cores for each
CPU linked with 64 Gigabytes of RAM memory and an infiniband QDR 4X network
interconnection between nodes with latencies of 1.07 microseconds with a 40Gbits/s
bandwith.
CTTC facilities also include a solar collectors test bank that has been used to perform
the experimental tests of this thesis. It uses pressurized water as working fluid, with
the capability to perform tests for up to 150C and 8 bars. Its versatile design per-
mits performing different types of tests as outdoor steady state efficiency test, heat
loss coefficient test and stagnation condition test. Collectors up to 10 m2 of absorber
area can be tested in serial or parallel configurations. The site is equipped with a
Meteorological Station where temperature, pressure, humidity, liquid precipitation,
total and diffuse radiation, wind velocity and direction data are registered by means
of accurate sensors.
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1.3 Outline
The purpose of this thesis is twofold. First, to develop and test an innovative flat
plate collector with honeycomb transparent insulation materials and passive over-
heating protection system destined for low-to-medium temperature applications. The
second purpose is concerned with the implementation of accurate numerical tools able
to compute the heat transfer and fluid dynamic phenomena of the studied solar col-
lector.
The present thesis consists of six chapters structured as follows:
1. In the present chapter, a literature survey is carried out in order to present the
most updated R&D status in the field of solar heat at medium temperatures
and to present the contribution of this work to the pool of existing knowledge.
2. In the second chapter, the design and the technical description of the manufac-
tured solar collector prototype are presented and the details of the experimental
set up are pointed out.
3. The third chapter is devoted to present the implemented fast calculation nu-
merical model of the FPC. The model is based on the energy balance on the
different components of the solar collector (“cover”, “TIM”, “air gap”, “absorber”,
“channel” and “insulation”). They are integrated by means of a modular object-
oriented tool. In order to assess its credibility, the numerical model has been
validated with several indoor and outdoor experimental tests. A series of para-
metric studies are then performed and permitted to optimize the system design
and to propose a new prototype able to compete with existing solar collectors
in the market with comparable efficiency and expected lower cost.
4. The fourth chapter is dedicated to the implementation of a high level modular
object-oriented numerical code for the transient simulation of the FPC. This
numerical tool uses the same infrastructure as the fast calculation model of the
chapter 3, but integrates three dimensional CFD&HT models for most critical
elements of the solar collector (ventilation channel and air gap &TIM). More-
over, the steady state equations used in chapter 3 are substituted by transient
equations. Preliminary CFD simulation results are presented and have allowed
to understand the thermal and fluid dynamic behavior at different operating
temperatures of the studied FPC.
5. In the fifth chapter of this thesis, a detailed heat transfer analysis of the hon-
eycomb transparent insulation is performed. The objective is to predict with
high accuracy the thermal behavior of the honeycomb TIM by means of a three
dimensional model able to evaluate the coupled conduction and radiation heat
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transfer that takes place in the TIM. The numerical results were validated with
experimental measurements of the heat transfer on various honeycomb TIM
given in the literature. Finally, a parametric study is conducted in order to in-
vestigate the effect of the variation of the most relevant optical and dimensional
parameters of the TIM on the heat transfer.
6. In the last chapter, a summary of the contribution of this thesis is presented
and possible directions for future research work are discussed in brief.
At the end of this manuscript, a nomenclature is presented that includes a list of all
symbols that may not be defined at each usage.
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Chapter 2
Design, manufacturing and
experimental test set up
Abstract. In this chapter, the improved flat plate collector (FPC) with honeycomb
transparent insulation materials (TIM) and overheating protection system consisting of a
ventilation channel inserted below the absorber has been presented. The ventilation channel
has a thermally actuated door based on a shape memory alloy spring and allows to protect
the collector from stagnation conditions, while preserving good performances during normal
operations. The problem of overheating for FPC with TIM is first introduced and the
technical description of the different elements of the FPC is then presented. The different
sensors and the collector test bank used in the experimental tests are described. The test
procedures adopted during the experiments are presented including indoor and outdoor tests.
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2.1 Introduction
FPC can reach high stagnation temperatures especially in periods of little or no hot
water consumption. The stagnation conditions occur more frequently in climates with
high summer solar radiation levels combined with high ambient air temperature like in
Barcelona city. In such conditions, the solar collector cannot deliver the absorbed solar
radiation to the transfer fluid, which leads to increase the solar collector temperature
above a specified maximum level. High temperatures can damage the collector com-
ponents and even cause the degradation or boiling of the circulating fluid. Elevated
temperatures may also make the heat transfer fluid to become corrosive, resulting in
accelerated corrosion of the solar collector components and associated system com-
ponents. In addition to these reliability issues, elevated temperatures can result in
scalding temperatures for the user of the system.
Conventional FPC reach stagnation temperatures in the range of 160C to 200C
and are designed to withstand component damage at these temperatures, whereas
the problem of overheating becomes more serious in FPC with transparent insula-
tion, since it may reach temperatures above 250C [1] at the absorber plate.
An illustration of the problem caused when stagnation conditions occur in a FPC
with TIM can be seen in figure 2.1. The FPC of figure 2.1 has 2 m2 of aperture area
and a honeycomb TIM of 40 mm of thickness glued to the glass cover. This collector
does not have any type of stagnation control system for limiting its temperature. I
was tested in the test bank of the CTTC and was exposed to sun radiation during
the summer of 2010 without water circulation nor draining. It was observed that the
plastic TIM was completely damaged after some days of exposure.
Avoiding overheating problem for FPC with TIM will be one of the main technical
challenges to be solved within this thesis.
2.2 Design of the overheating protection system
In solar collectors, the useful heat delivered to the fluid is the difference between the
absorbed solar energy and the total heat losses.
:
Qu=
:
Qabs  
:
Qloss= AcGT () AcUL(Tab   Tamb) (2.1)
Under stagnation conditions the heat is no longer delivered to the transfer fluid and
thus the useful heat is null. By arranging equation (2.1), the absorber temperature
can be obtained as
Tab = Tamb +
GT ()
UL
(2.2)
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Figure 2.1: Problem of overheating in stagnation conditions of a FPC with TIM.
Typical FPCs with a single glazing and a selective absorber have heat loss coefficient
of approximately UL = 5Wm 2K 1 and () coefficient of about 80%. For summer
weather conditions with incident solar radiation of GT = 1000Wm 2 and ambient
temperature of Tamb = 30C as in Barcelona, the stagnation temperature of the ab-
sorber (equation (2.2)) would be Tab = 190C.
For the case of a FPC with TIM cover, the heat loss coefficient is lower and can be
about UL = 3Wm 2K 1 [1]. In this case, the stagnation temperature of the absorber
would be about Tab = 290C. At this temperature, the plastic TIM would melt and
the collector could be damaged.
In order to limit the absorber temperature to a maximum value of 120C for ex-
ample, the heat loss coefficient should be increased to UL = GT ()=(Tab   Tamb) =
8:9Wm 2K 1. This value of UL is very high and would be prejudicial to the collector
efficiency. This would present a promising solution if an additional thermal loss UL
could be introduced only during stagnation conditions. The design of an adequate
overheating protection system should seek for limiting the introduced additional ther-
mal losses during normal operations in order to not affect the collector efficiency.
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Figure 2.2: Cross sectional view of the studied FPC with TIM and ventilation
channel.
The desired characteristics of the overheating protection system would be: reduction
of the technical risks, cheap and working safely throughout the lifetime of the collec-
tor. To operate the FPC at the above-described conditions, innovative solutions are
required.
The solution proposed in the present thesis involves the use of a ventilation channel
located between the absorber and the back insulation of the solar collector. This chan-
nel has the function to protect the collector in stagnation conditions by introducing
ambient air in the zone under the absorber allowing to cool-down the absorber and
thus the whole collector by natural convection. A cross sectional view of the proposed
FPC is shown in figure 2.2.
The ventilation channel is designed to be located under the absorber and not upon
it in order to avoid the entrance of dust and moisture. Otherwise, impurity could
accumulate on the TIM and the glazing which may reduce the transmittance of the
transparent cover and thus decreasing the global efficiency of the collector.
This channel has an inlet and an outlet located at its opposite ends. The inlet is
located at the bottom of the collector and remains always opened while the outlet is
located at the rear of the collector and is controlled by a thermally actuated door.
When the door opens, the ambient air circulates along the channel entering from the
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bottom and exiting at the top. Then, natural convection occurs by contact of the
ambient air with the absorber back surface which is driven passively to the outside.
Once the collector is cooled-down, the outlet door closes for restricting the circula-
tion of air through the channel and thus reducing the heat loss coefficient UL during
normal operations.
For the proposed design, a shutting device is located at the outlet to actuate at high
temperatures to open the outlet door. Regarding the shutting device, different pos-
sibilities have been analyzed with respect to their feasibility. For reasons of assembly
simplicity, economic price and availability in the European market, an actuator based
on a shape memory alloy spring have been chosen.
The used shutting device consists of a Nickel Titanium (NiTi) shape memory alloy
(SMA) spring. A SMA is a material that when deformed, within limits, will re-
gain its original shape when heated (or cooled). SMA undergo a solid-to-solid phase
transformation and exhibit very different properties above and below their transition
temperature. This solid-to-solid phase transformation from the martensite to austen-
ite phases gives a SMA spring two very different spring constants; a SMA spring is
one form of thermovariable rate spring.
The designed actuation system of the present overheating protection system is shown
in figure 2.3. It is composed of a SMA spring and a retracting spring fixed to the
absorber plate at one side and to the outlet butterfly door at the other side. The SMA
spring is placed on a steel rod welded to the back of the absorber plate and directed
toward the outlet door of the channel. The retracting spring is placed tilted in order
to exert a retraction force to maintain the door well closed in normal operations of
the solar collector. The door has two pivot connections enabling it to easily rotate
around its axis.
When the collector works at low operation temperatures, the SMA spring is retracted
and the door remains closed and no air circulates in the channel (case of figure 2.3a).
When stagnation occurs and the temperature at the SMA spring reaches about 90C
3, the SMA actuator expands and opens the door, allowing the air to flow through
the channel (case of figure 2.3b). Once the solar collector is cooled and the internal
temperature decreases, the SMA spring begins to compress drawing the door to its
initial closed state.
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Figure 2.3: Cross section of the SMA actuator system.
2.3 Technical description of the constructed solar col-
lector
The constructed solar collector consists of a glass cover, a layer of plastic TIM, an
air gap, an absorber, a ventilation channel located under the absorber, back and
edge thermal insulation and a casing. It was constructed by a similar process as
conventional FPC but inserting a TIM glued to the glass cover and a ventilation
channel between the absorber and the back insulation. A brief description of each
element of the constructed solar collector is given in the following subsections.
2.3.1 Absorber
The absorber consists of fins (absorber sheet) and tubes. Its main function is to ab-
sorb the maximum possible amount of solar radiation and to conduct this heat into
the working fluid at a minimum temperature difference. There are different designs
of absorber plates for solar collectors. Depending on the design of the flow structure,
they can be classified into two typical designs: the parallel flow and the serpentine
flow (see figure 2.4). The serpentine absorber consists of one long continuous flexible
tube, therefore there is no problem with uniform flow rate. The serpentine flow ab-
sorber has lower cost, easier in fabrication and better heat transfer from the absorber
tubes to the fluid. However, this type of absorbers presents high pressure drop which
increases the auxiliary energy needs for pumping. Most FPCs existing in the market
use parallel flow absorbers. They have small parallel tubes connected to larger main
carrier pipes. The top and bottom pipes are generally larger than the vertical tubes
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(a) Serpentine absorber (b) Parallel absorber
Figure 2.4: Flow congurations in the absorber.
Figure 2.5: Placement of the riser tubes in the absorber.
to moderate the pressure difference between the main inlet and outlet. It also permits
to ensure a more uniform flow rate in each of the parallel tubes.
The absorbers can also be classified depending on the placement of the riser tubes
regarding the absorber sheets. Figure 2.5 shows three different designs of parallel
tubes absorber. The first design (1) is the basic design of sheet and tube absorber
with parallel tubes welded on the back of the plate. The second design (2) is the same
as the first except that the tubes are mounted on the top of the plate. In the third
design (3), the tubes are centered in the plane of the plate forming an integral part of
the plate structure. Whatever is the design, the bond between tube and sheet should
be of high thermal conductivity to improve the fin efficiency.
The most common material for sheet and absorber pipes is copper, however sheets of
aluminum are also used due to their lower costs. For corrosive applications, stainless
steel is also a possible material.
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(a) back side (b) upper side
Figure 2.6: Highly selective absorber used in this work [2].
In the constructed solar collector, a commercial Alanod [2] parallel sheet and tube
absorber was used (see figure 2.6). It consists of a selective-coated (absorptivity 0.95
and emissivity 0.05) aluminum sheet with a copper pipe circuit welded on the back
of the plate (laser welding).
2.3.2 Glass cover
The transparent cover of a FPC acts as a heat trap for infrared (thermal) radia-
tion. Moreover, it reduces convection losses to the atmosphere. It also protects the
absorber from adverse weather conditions. The glazing material generally used for
FPC is tempered glass with low iron content [3]. It has good transmission and low
reflection of sunlight and its cost is generally smaller than the induced increase in the
collector efficiency.
The glass used for the FPC prototype is a tempered low iron glass of 4 mm thickness
and transmissivity to normal solar radiation of 92%.
2.3.3 TIM
Although there are many different types of TIM, a classification can be given according
to the geometric structure of the material [6]. Four generic types are defined as shown
in figure 2.7:
1. Absorber parallel structures: involve multiple glazing or plastic films, which
may be either transparent or translucent and are placed parallel to the absorber.
The major problem associated with this structure is that the number of parallel
covers must be increased in order to reduce convective heat losses, which reduces
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Figure 2.7: Classication of transparent insulation materials [6].
the solar transmittance and limits solar gain. Thus, such system fails to meet
the criteria of high transmission and low heat loss as required for solar collectors.
2. Absorber-perpendicular (or slat) structures: cell walls are placed per-
pendicular to the absorber plane. The advantage of this configuration is the
forward reflection of solar radiation by vertical walls, enabling a major portion
of incident radiation to reach the absorber. This structure is widely used in
various TIM applications, particularly, for solar collectors, thus avoiding the
high reflection losses that usually occur in the absorber parallel structures.
3. Cavity structures: combination of absorber parallel and absorber perpendic-
ular structures. They include duct plates and multiple wall plastic sheets that
effectively suppress convective heat losses while maintaining approximately the
same transmittance as absorber parallel structures.
4. Quasi-homogeneous structures: includes the TIM of glass fibers and aero-
gels. These materials can be used for high temperatures. They are character-
ized by both scattering and absorption of the incident radiation within the TIM
which reduce their transmissivity.
The most documented version of the TIM is the absorber-perpendicular type; it in-
cludes honeycombs and parallel slat arrays.
In the present work, cellulose triacetate film assembled in a honeycomb TIM struc-
ture [4] is used as transparent insulation (see figure 2.8). This TIM has been identified
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(a) Wacotech honeycomb TIM [4] (b) Honeycomb TIM glued to the glass cover
Figure 2.8: Cellulose triacetate honeycomb TIM glued to the glass cover.
as suitable material due to its low cost, good optical properties and long-term dura-
bility. The gluing of the TIM to the glass cover has been done by means of a high
temperature and UV resistant transparent glue.
An air gap of 15 mm height was introduced between the absorber and the TIM in
order to minimize the coupling between conductive and radiative heat transfers as
recommended in [1,7]. The air gap also allows to separate the hot absorber plate and
the TIM in order to prevent the latter from reaching high temperatures.
2.3.4 Ventilation channel
The ventilation channel is located under the absorber and its inner walls were painted
by a black coating with high emissivity ( = 0:95) and resistant to high temperatures.
This black painting is used in order to increment the thermal radiation heat trans-
fer between the channel walls, and thus to increase their temperatures. This leads
to higher convection heat transfer to the air filling the channel and thus, to higher
amount of extracted energy when the channel operates in stagnation conditions. The
advantage of this method for the cooling of the channel was previously proven by
Harrison et al. [5].
The inlet of the channel is located at the bottom of the collector and the outlet is
located at the rear of the collector as can be seen in figure 2.9.
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(a) Inlet (b) Outlet
Figure 2.9: Inlet and outlet of the ventilation channel.
Figure 2.10: Glass wool for back and lateral thermal insulation.
2.3.5 Thermal insulation
Thermal insulation in solar collectors is used to minimize the heat losses from the
back and lateral sides. An important detail when choosing the insulation was the
consideration of the maximum temperature resistance. Due to the high temperatures
that FPC with TIM may reach, rock wool and glass wool are the most suitable insu-
lation materials. In some configurations, additional polyurethane plates may be used
at the rear panel of the collector.
For the constructed solar collector, glass wool is used for the back and lateral thermal
insulation (see figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.11: Collector at the stand test of the CTTC.
2.3.6 Casing
The casing (or housing) is used to contain the thermal insulation, provide support to
the absorber and the glazing system, and protect the collector from heat losses due to
the wind. Moreover, it has the important function of keeping moisture and rain out
of the collector. Several materials may be used for the housing including wood cases,
aluminum extrusions with sheet aluminum back, galvanized steel, etc. Whatever the
material, it should be weather resistant, fireproof, durable, strong and completely and
permanently sealed against moisture intrusion.
The casing of the constructed solar collector is made of aluminum material.
A photo of the constructed FPC and mounted at the CTTC stand test is presented in
figure 2.11. Table 2.1 gives more details about construction parameters and geometries
of the different components of the solar collector.
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Table 2.1: Construction parameters of the FPC.
Collector FPC
Length (m) 2.035
Width (m) 1.100
Thickness (m) 0.119
Aperture area (m2) 2:24
Absorber area (m2) 2:00
Gross area (m2) 2:01
Slope () 41
Absorber Aluminium sheet and tubes
Type Parallel flow
Number of tubes 9
Plate thickness (mm) 0.5
Tube spacing (mm) 132
Diameter carrier tubes (mm) 22
Diameter riser tubes (mm) 8
Selective coating ( = 0:95,  = 0:05)
Glazing Tempered low iron
Thickness (mm) 4
Transmittance (normal) 0.92
Absorptance (normal) 0.02
Reflectance (normal) 0.06
TIM Cellulose triacetate honeycomb
Thickness (mm) 40
Cell width (mm) 10
Tmax (C) 140
Wall fraction fw (%) 1.1
Normal solar transmittance (%) 99
Insulation Glass wool
Thickness (mm) 30
Thermal conductivity (W/mK) 0.038
Tmax (C) 500
Consistency rigid
Air gap
Height (mm) 15
Ventilation channel
Height (mm) 30
Surfaces emissivity 0.95
Shutting device NiTi SMA spring
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2.4 Experimental test facilities
Several experimental tests have been performed in order to check the thermal behavior
of the collector and the effectiveness of the designed overheating protection system as
well as to validate the numerical models. The different sensors used in the experiments
are described in the following subsections.
2.4.1 Temperature measurements
The temperature measurement of a surface, fluid, or solid body is important as it
provides much of the information concerning the heat transfer processes. There are
many ways to measure temperature that include: thermocouples, thermometers and
thermoresistances. In the experimental tests, the following sensors have been used:
 PT100 platinum thermoresistance probes with protected connection head. They
have 3mm diameter stainless steel tube with an immersion length 100 mm.
PT100 thermoresistance is a temperature sensor which bases its operation on
the variation of resistance to environmental temperature changes. The element
is a very fine platinum coil winding between layers of insulating material and
protected by a ceramic coating. The PT100 probes have been used for measuring
the fluid inlet and outlet and the ambient temperatures.
 Type K thermocouple probes are used for surface temperature measurements.
A thermocouple consists of two wires of two different materials that are joined
at each end. When these two junctions are kept at different temperatures, a
small electric current is induced and a voltage drop occurs (Seebeck effect). This
voltage drop depends on the temperature difference between the two junctions.
The measurement of the voltage drop is then correlated to this temperature
difference. Type K thermocouples consists of two different nickel alloys called
Chromel (90 % nickel and 10 % chromium) and Alumel (95% nickel, 2% man-
ganese, 2% aluminium and 1% silicon). Chromel has yellow insulation and is
the positive lead, alumel has red insulation and is the negative lead. Thermo-
couples of this type are suitable for use in oxidizing or inert atmospheres at
temperatures up to 1260C.
Thermocouples preparation
Thermocouples were self-constructed and the step by step procedure adopted for their
preparation is outlined below.
1. Check out thermocouple wire, a pair of pliers, and wire stripper.
2. Bare approximately 10 mm of the leads from both ends of the wire.
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3. Twist together the wires at one end. The mechanically tied thermocouple are
now made.
4. For welding the thermocouple wires, an appropriated electrical circuit has been
prepared: two electrical wires are connected to a voltage regulator. One end
is tied to a small graphite rod and inserted into an ethanol bath. The other
end is connected to the thermocouple junction. Once the circuit is ready and
connected to the grid, the tied end of the thermocouple is introduced in the
bath touching the graphite bar very briefly until the welder fires. This action
may be repeated for several times, varying the power (around 150 V) until a
good weld is achieved.
Calibration procedure
Thermocouples and PT100s measure temperature in terms of voltage. The response
of a particular temperature sensor depends on the exact formulation of the metals
used for its construction. Thus, two thermocouples would respond somewhat differ-
ently under identical measurement conditions. As a result, thermocouples need to be
calibrated to produce reliable measurement information.
The calibration of the temperature sensors used in the experiments is done by com-
parison of the temperature of the thermocouple/thermoresistance with the tempera-
ture of a standard platinum resistance thermometer (reference probe with accuracy
0:03C), so as to develop a correlation between thermocouple/thermoresistance tem-
perature and the probe temperature.
The calibration is achieved with the use of a thermostatic bath which serves as the
constant temperature heat reservoir (see figure 2.12). The thermostatic bath is filled
with thermal fluid and heated to a constant temperature. The thermocouples to be
calibrated are tied to the reference probe and immersed at the center of the bath.
The thermoresistances are also immersed at the center of the bath so that they are
very close to the reference probe and the thermocouples as well. The loose end of
each thermocouple, each thermoresistance and the reference probe are connected to
the data acquisition system which is connected to the laboratory computer.
The calibration process has been performed by using the same extension cables and
the same data acquisition system used in the experimental tests. This is important
to avoid the uncertainties of measurement associated with the use of extensions and
acquisition system. The process starts by fixing the bath temperature at the ambi-
ent temperature. When the temperature at the bath stabilizes, the different sensors
temperatures are recorded for a duration of approximately 30 minutes. Then, the
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Figure 2.12: Calibration setup.
bath temperature is incremented by 20 C and the measurements are repeated until
reaching the final temperature. A synthetic oil was used as heat transfer fluid in order
to achieve this temperature. The range of temperatures selected for the calibration
is [15   160C], which covers the working temperature range expected during the
experiments.
The calibration curve for each temperature sensor is constructed by comparing its
output to that of the reference thermometer data. The measurement error is estimated
to be 0:06% for the PT100 sensors and 0:3% for the thermocouples. As a post-
processing, the calibration curves are applied to the raw experimental data to obtain
the corrected temperatures.
Location of the temperature sensors
After calibration, one of the welded ends of the thermocouples are placed in different
locations inside the collector. The other end wires of the thermocouples are connected
to the data acquisition system by means of extension cables.
For the measurement of the fluid temperature at the inlet and outlet of the collector,
the thermoresistances are placed inside the pipework in such a way to ensure mixing
of the circulating fluid at the position of temperature measurement. This is done by
placing a bend in the pipework upstream of the sensor. This will prevent air from
being trapped near the sensor as shown in figure 2.13. The sensor for temperature is
mounted at 200 mm from the collector inlet.
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Figure 2.13: Thermoresistance positions at the inlet and outlet of the collector
The locations of the temperature sensors in the solar collector are shown in figure
2.14 and the nomenclature is presented in table 2.2.
2.4.2 Solar radiation measurement
For measuring the solar radiation, a Kipp & Zonen pyranometer was used. The
pyranometer is mounted at mid-height of the plane of the collector aperture and has
an error of 1:4%.
2.4.3 Wind velocity measurement
A cup anemometer is used to measure the wind velocity. The cup anemometer has
a vertical axis and three cups to capture the wind. An electromotive force (emf) is
produced as function of the number of rotations per minute. The wind velocity is
inferred from the value of the measured emf with a measurement error of about 2%.
2.4.4 Flow measurement
The mass flow rate of the fluid circulating in the collector is measured by means of a
Micro Motion ELITE flow meter having a measurement error of 0:05%.
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(a) profile view side (b) back of the absorber
Figure 2.14: Thermocouples placement.
Table 2.2: Temperature sensors location in the solar collector
Sensor Location description
T1 Glass cover at the center of the collector
T2 TIM at the center of the collector
T3 Absorber at the center of the collector
T4 Insulation (air channel side) at the center of the collector
T5 Insulation (back side) at the center of the collector
T6 TIM at the top of the collector
T7 Center of the upper carrier pipe
T8 Center of the lower carrier pipe
T9 Ambient
T10 Shape memory alloy spring
T11 Fluid inlet (see fig. 2.13)
T12 Fluid outlet (see fig. 2.13)
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Figure 2.15: Scheme of the collector test bank.
2.4.5 Data acquisition and control system
All measurements are automatically recorded using an Agilent 34970A data logger
equipped with HP-IB and RS232 interfaces to transfer the measured data to the com-
puter. The measured data are stored in an internal buffer memory of 32 Mbytes.
The administration of the hardware is carried out by means of a data acquisition and
control program (EUDAC: Experimental Units Data Acquisition and Control), which
is developed in the CTTC employing HP-VEE programming language.
2.4.6 Description of the collector test bank
A test bank that uses pressurized water as working fluid, with the capability to per-
form tests up to 150C and 8 bars was employed in the experiments. The scheme of
the test bank is presented in figure 2.15. It shows the basic elements of the circuit:
circulation pump, electric heater, solar collector, water-air heat exchanger, storage
tank, expansion valve and water treatment unit. It allows a controlled inlet temper-
ature and mass flow rate.
In the solar cell testing bank (see figures 2.15 and 2.16), the working fluid is circulated
by means of a pump. It passes through the heater, which tunes the temperature
at which water enters the collector. Then, the fluid leaves the collector, it passes
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through the external air-water heat exchanger, where it is cooled few degrees under
the collector inlet temperature. In case of conditioning the collector to the start of
a test, the water does not flow through the heat exchanger and circulates through
the by-pass conduct. Then, with the proper handling of the valves of the control
panel 2, the water goes to the cold or the hot tank before returning to the pump
to perform another cycle. The expansion tank is responsible for maintaining the
controlled pressure within the hydraulic circuit due to changes in the water density
caused by temperature variations.
2.5 Test procedures for solar collector
In this section, the different procedures adopted during the experimental tests are
described including indoor and outdoor tests.
2.5.1 Steady state efficiency test
The basic method of determining collector performance is to make the outdoor steady-
state efficiency test. Following the recommendations of the international standard
procedure ISO 9806-1 [8], this test should be done under clear sky conditions in order
to determine the efficiency characteristic of the collector. The collector should be
exposed to solar radiation in the midday hours when the beam radiation is high and
nearly normal to the collector plane.
Two types of information shoud be measured during the test of the collector:
 Data on the thermal output: The fluid inlet and outlet temperatures and
the fluid flow rate should be measured during the test in order to determine the
useful heat gain of the collector given by:
:
Qu=
:
m cp(Tfo   Tfi) (2.3)
 Data on the weather conditions: Solar radiation on the collector plane,
ambient temperature and wind velocity should be also recorded.
The thermal performance of the collector operating under steady state conditions can
be also written as [9]
:
Qu= AcFR (GT ()  UL(Tfi   Tamb)) (2.4)
The instantaneous efficiency is defined using equation (2.3) as
i =
:
Qu
AcGT
=
:
m Cp(Tfo   Tfi)
AcGT
(2.5)
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(a) control panel 1 (b) control panel 2
(c) storage tanks + expansion tank (d) water treatment unit
(e) heat exchanger (f) panelboards
Figure 2.16: Details of the test facilities.
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and can be also defined using equation (2.4) as:
i =
:
Qu
AcGT
= FR()  FRUL (Tfi   Tamb)
GT
(2.6)
In practice, equation (2.6) requires that (Tfi   Tamb) be varied to determine the
collector performance. To do this, the inlet fluid temperature is varied to span the
normal operating range of the collector. In the actual international standard for test
methods for solar collector ISO [8], at least four fluid inlet temperatures spaced evenly
over the operating temperature range of the collector should be tested and at least,
four independent data points shall be obtained for each fluid inlet temperature. The
test period should include a preconditioning period of at least 15 min with the correct
fluid measurement temperature at the inlet, followed by a steady-state measurement
period of at least 15 min.
Test conditions
Some test conditions are required by ISO 9806 standards [8] during the time of the
test:
 The total solar irradiance at the plane of the collector shall be greater than 800
W=m2.
 The angle of incidence of direct solar radiation at the collector aperture shall
be in the range in which the incident angle modifier for the collector varies by
no more than 2%.
 The average value of the surrounding air velocity shall lie between 2 m/s and 4
m/s.
 The fluid flowrate shall be approximately 0.02 kg/s per square meter of the
collector gross area.
During the test, none of the experimental parameters should deviate from their mean
values over the measurement period by more than the limits given in table 2.3.
Results presentation
The results obtained from collector tests are usually presented in the form of instan-
taneous efficiency (i) versus (Tfi  Tamb)=GT . This is a useful format for evaluating
FPC for many applications. Graphical presentation of i shall be made by statisti-
cal curve fitting, using the least square method to obtain an instantaneous efficiency
curve:
i = a1  a2(Tfi   Tamb)
GT
(2.7)
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Table 2.3: Permitted deviation during the test.
Parameter Deviation from the mean value
Test solar irradiance 50 W=m2
Surrounding air temperature 1 K
Fluid mass flow rate 1 %
Fluid temperature at the collector inlet 0.1 K
where a1 is the intercept of the curve and it represents the optical efficiency of the
collector and a2 is the slope of the curve and it represents the global heat losses of
the collector.
Depending on the testing standard, additional methods of treating test data may be
used such as presenting the instantaneous efficiency as a second order fit:
i = b1  b2(Tfi   Tamb)
GT
  b3(Tfi   Tamb)
2
GT
(2.8)
In this equation, b1 represents the optical efficiency of the collector, b2 is a global
heat loss coefficient and b3 is a temperature dependent coefficient for the global heat
loss coefficient.
2.5.2 Stagnation condition test
As mentioned in chapter 1, the term “stagnation” describes the state in which there is
no fluid flow. Thus, the collector-loop pump is switched off although solar radiation
is heating up the collector. Stagnation temperature is the temperature that reaches a
solar collector in that situation. It is important to take into account this temperature
when designing collectors for choosing the best appropriated materials (thermal insu-
lation, absorber, TIM, glazing, etc.). Examples of problems that may arise are glass
breakage, collapse of plastic cover, degradation of insulation materials and wooden
parts or significant deposits on the collector cover from out-gassing or fogging [10].
During this test, the collector should be exposed outdoors without circulation of
the thermal fluid through the absorber. The temperatures at different points of the
collector should be continuously recorded. More details about this test may be found
in [11].
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2.5.3 Thermal heat loss test
The thermal heat loss test is useful for defining the steady heat losses as a function
of operating temperature. During this test, the collector should be shaded from any
radiation (or the test can be done after sunset). The fluid inlet and outlet tempera-
tures and the fluid flow rate should be measured during the test in order to determine
the off-sun thermal heat loss.
The test is performed by monitoring the water temperature at the inlet of the col-
lector Tfi and then plotting the steady state thermal losses versus the temperature
difference between the inlet fluid and the ambient temperatures Tfi   Tamb. Steady
state is achieved when inlet and outlet water temperatures remain constant (variation
below 0:5C) over a period of 20 minutes. As for the efficiency test, four different inlet
temperatures evenly spaced over the operating temperature of the collector should be
tested.
By monitoring Tfi   Tfo versus Tfi   Tamb , a measure of the thermal loss could be
obtained using
:
QL=
:
mf cp(Tfi   Tfo) (2.9)
The errors on the determination of the thermal heat loss
:
QL and the instantaneous
efficiency i, resulting from uncertainties in the measurements of temperatures, solar
radiation and mass flow rate were evaluated using the logarithmic differential method.
2.6 Conclusions
An improved FPC with honeycomb TIM and low-cost overheating protection system
has been presented in this chapter. In order to avoid stagnation problems during hot
summer periods, a passive overheating protection system has been designed consisting
of a ventilation channel which is inserted below the absorber and equipped with a
thermally actuated door based on a shape memory alloy spring. The construction
details of the different components of the manufactured PFC prototype have been
introduced. The different sensors used in the experimental tests, the description of
the collector test bank and the details of the test procedures have been presented.
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Chapter 3
Fast computational model of
the solar collector
Abstract.
In the present chapter, the details of the implemented numerical model for the simulation
of the developed FPC with TIM and ventilation channel are presented. The proposed nu-
merical model is based on the resolution of the different components of the solar collector
by means of a modular object-oriented platform. Indoor and outdoor tests have been per-
formed in order to check the thermal behavior of the collector as well as the effectiveness
of the designed overheating protection system. The validity of the model is also verified
by comparison of the numerical results with experiments which showed a good agreement.
Finally, an extended parametric study is performed in order to optimise the collector design:
3125 different configurations of FPC with TIM and ventilation channel were evaluated by
means of virtual prototyping. The results allowed to propose the most promising design of a
stagnation proof FPC with plastic TIM able to work at an operating temperature of 100C
with good efficiency. The proposed collector can be considered promising for increasing the
thermal performance of FPC and could be destined for industrial applications needing heat
at temperature level (80  120C).
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3.1 Introduction
Computational simulation and optimization of thermal processes based on mathemat-
ical models is essential in today’s solar thermal systems designs engineering. For the
improvement of the thermal performances via the optimization of the design process,
e.g., efficiency maximization, heat losses minimization and the simulation of critical
scenarios, mathematical and numerical tools can be applied to support the decisions of
thermal engineers. To reproduce the real-world behavior properly, the processes must
be described by mathematical models which are valid over a wide range. While com-
puter models are reliable with the ability to represent complex physical problems,
experimental measurements are important for the validation of the computational
models. With accurate enough mathematical and numerical models that predict the
physical behavior of the equipment, it is possible to design optimized solutions with
no need to construct large and expensive series of prototypes. Once virtual solutions
are found, ad-hoc set-up or prototypes may be constructed and tested in order to
ensure that the virtual solutions are credible.
A numerical model should be detailed enough in order to take into account all the
main physical phenomena that take place in the thermal system, and must yield accu-
rate results in a reasonable computational time. Therefore, it should be a compromise
between detailed simulations (i.e. CFD simulations) and fast calculations. As a con-
sequence, the governing equations are to be simplified by means of some assumptions.
In this context, the present chapter deals with experimental and numerical study
of the FPC with TIM and ventilation channel and is structured as follows: in the
first section, the details of the mathematical model and the description of the global
numerical algorithm of the FPC are presented. The proposed numerical code is able
to simulate the heat transfer in the different components of the solar collector and it
has been implemented in a modular object-oriented platform. The major advantage
of the presented code is that each element in the system is interchangeable and could
be substituted, when needed, by high-level CFD object with a possibility to parallelize
the whole simulation. In the second section, the experimental measurements carried
out are used to check on the effectiveness of the proposed overheating system and
to validate the numerical model and to assess its credibility. In the last section, the
numerical tool has allowed to perform a series of parametric study that permitted
to optimize the system design and to propose a new prototype able to compete with
existing solar collectors in the market.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the modular FPSC system.
3.2 Mathematical model
A mathematical model has been developed in which the FPSC is considered as the
sum of various components interacting with each other (ambient, glass cover, TIM, air
gap, absorber, fluid, ventilation channel and insulation). The proposed model is based
on the numerical resolution of the different elements by means of an algorithm able
to use different simulation levels for each element (three, two or one dimensional, or
two dimensional with a periodic boundary condition). The integration of the different
elements is carried out with a modular object-oriented platform named NEST [1, 2]
which allows the linking between the different elements to perform a specific system
or configuration. The use of a modular simulation allows that each element can
be treated as an independent object coupled with its neighbors through the global
algorithm. Each object in the system can communicate with the other objects to
send or receive any information necessary to its resolution as shown in figure 3.1.
Each element in the system is interchangeable and could be substituted by high-level
CFD object if needed with a possibility to parallelize the whole simulation in order
to reduce the computational time. The details of the mathematical and numerical
analysis of each element of the FPSC are hereafter presented. The analysis is based
on establishing an energy balance of each element of the solar collector which can be
written in its general integral form as
@
@t
Z
CV

u+
v2
2
+ gz

~ dV +
Z
CS

~h+
v2
2
+ gz

~~v  ~n dA =
:
Q +
:
W (3.1)
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Figure 3.2: (a) Heat uxes in a cross section of the FPSC with TIM (b) Heat
transfers at the absorber.
In the following analysis, steady state conditions are assumed, the gravitational and
inertial forces are neglected and no work exists. Hence, an energy balance is applied
over each component of the studied solar collector as shown in figure 3.2.
3.2.1 Glass cover
The glass cover is an object of the system that needs information from its neighboring
elements (“ambient”, “TIM” and “absorber”) necessary for its resolution. It is modeled
by means of a single control volume model by assuming a uniform temperature due to
its small thickness. The governing equation is derived from an energy balance taking
into account the absorbed solar energy
:
qs:rad;abs c, the heat transfer by convection
between the glass and the ambient
:
qconv;c amb, by thermal radiation with the sky
:
qt:rad;c sky and the absorber plate
:
qt:rad;c ab and the heat transfer by conduction
through the TIM
:
qcond;c TIM (see figure 3.2), giving the following relation
:
qs:rad;abs c  
:
qt:rad;c sky  
:
qt:rad;c ab  
:
qconv;c amb  
:
qcond;c TIM= 0 (3.2)
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Leading to
cG  hrc sky(Tc   Tsky)  hrc ab(Tc   Tab)  hwi(Tc   Tamb)  eff dTc
dz
= 0 (3.3)
The thermal radiative transfer coefficient from the glass cover to the sky used in
equation (3.3) is calculated by
hrsky = c(Tc + Tsky)(T
2
c + T
2
sky) (3.4)
Tsky is calculated using Swinbank approximation [3]
Tsky = 0:0552T
0:5
amb (3.5)
hrc ab is the radiative transfer coefficient between the cover and the absorber calcu-
lated by the approximation of Platzer [4, 5] given by
hrc ab =
(Tc + Tab)(T
2
c + T
2
ab)
1=c + 1=fin   1 + 3=4t0 (3.6)
where t0 = LTIM is the optical thickness of the TIM (for details of its calculations
see [4, 6]).
hwi is the convection heat loss coefficient from the top glazing exposed to wind (ve-
locity vwi is an input data) calculated using McAdams correlation [3] given by
hwi = 5:7 + 3:8vwi (3.7)
3.2.2 TIM
The TIM object exchanges information from its neighboring elements “glass cover”,
“air gap” and “absorber”. The aspect ratio of the honeycomb structure is supposed to
be large enough, so that the convection heat transfer is assumed negligible. The TIM
conducts heat within the cell walls and through the air filling the core of the cells.
By assuming the conduction heat transfer through the TIM layer as one dimensional
and then dividing the TIM layer in different control volumes, the heat energy balance
for each CV is written as
TIM
d2T
dz2
= 0 (3.8)
The TIM conductivity is approximated by an effective conductivity eff proposed by
Platzer [4] and given by
TIM = eff = fww + (1  fw)gas (3.9)
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The continuity of the heat transport at the fictitious boundary surface of the TIM
(shown in dashed line in figure 3.2a) allows to have the following balance equation
:
qconv;gap  
:
qcond;TIM c= 0 (3.10)
which leads to
 eff dT
dz
= hgap(Tab   TTIM ) (3.11)
3.2.3 Air gap
The “air gap” object communicates with its neighbors “absorber” and “TIM”. It re-
ceives the absorber and the TIM temperatures to calculate the convective heat transfer
hgap determined as the heat transfer in an inclined cavity with high aspect ratio by
using the correlation of Hollands et al. [7]. The effect of mixing of the air gap with
the honeycomb cells is not considered in the convection.
The correlation of Hollands et al. [7] which relates Nusselt number and Rayleigh
number for tilt angles from 0 to 75 gives.
Nu = 1 + 0:44

1  1708(sin 1:8)
1:6
Ra cos 

1  1708
Ra cos 
+
(
Ra cos 
5830
)1=3   1
+
(3.12)
where the + exponent means that only positive values are to be considered and zero
is to be used for negative values.
3.2.4 Absorber
The “absorber” object is the central element in the system. It communicates with al-
most all the other objects to send or receive necessary information for its resolution.
The calculation model given by Duffie and Beckman [3] is used, which computes the
analytical solutions of the energy balances at the fin and the tube of the absorber to
yield the temperature distribution of the fluid at different x locations and the tem-
perature distribution of the fin at different y locations (see figure 3.3).
The total heat losses from the absorber plate of the solar collector
:
QL is written as
:
QL= AcUL(Tab   Tamb) (3.13)
where the collector overall heat loss coefficient UL is calculated as the sum of the con-
tribution of the top, back and side thermal heat losses (for details of their calculation
see [3]).
UL = Ut + Ub + Ue (3.14)
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Figure 3.3: Generic control volumes at a n and tube element.
Fin
The fin is shown in figure 3.2b with a schematic of the energy balance in a control
volume. Assuming that the temperature gradient in the water flow direction and
through the sheet of the absorber are negligible, the balance equation of the fin is
:
q
S   :qL +
:
qcond;y  
:
qcond;y+dy= 0 (3.15)
where
:
qS is the solar radiation heat flux that reaches the absorber and is computed
as
:
qS= Sy = ()Gy. The transmittance of the cover system is calculated at nor-
mal incidence and the TIM layer is assumed transparent so that the transmittance-
absorptance product () is calculated by a similar way as for a single glazed cover
(see [3] for details of its calculation).
Equation (3.15) can be written in differential form as
d2Tfin
dy2
  UL
fin
(Tfin   Tamb   S=UL) = 0 (3.16)
By establishing the boundary conditions at the fin centerline as adiabatic conditions
(symmetry) and at the base as Tfin;x=(W D)=2 = Tbo, this second-order differential
equation has an analytical solution that gives the temperature of the fin as function
of the y position given by equation (3.17).
Tfin;y = Tamb + S=UL + (Tbo   Tamb   S=UL) cosh(my)
cosh(m(W  Do)=2) (3.17)
The coefficient m is calculated as m =
p
UL=fin.
The useful energy gain for the tube and fin per unit of length in the flow direction
can be expressed as:
:
qu= C[S   UL(Tbo   Tamb)] (3.18)
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where C = (W  Do)F +Do. F is the standard fin efficiency and is given by:
F = tanh[m(W  Do)=2]=[m(W  Do)=2] (3.19)
As the useful gain is transferred to the fluid it can also be expressed as
:
qu=
Tbo   Tf
1=(hfDi) + 1=Cbo
(3.20)
where Tf is the mean fluid temperature, hf is the heat transfer coefficient between the
tube wall and the fluid that is calculated using the correlation for forced convective
heat transfer of fluid flow through cylindrical tubes given in [8]. Cbo is the bond
conductance which is considered very high so that the bond resistance is assumed to
be zero.
From equations (3.18) and (3.20), the temperature of the base is stated as
Tbo = [CS + (hfDi)Tf + ULCTamb]=[hfDi + ULC] (3.21)
By using equation (3.17), it is possible to compute the fin temperature at different
nodes in y direction (as shown in figure 3.3).
Tube
An energy balance on the fluid circulating in the tube gives
(
:
mf =nt)cp
dTf
dx
  :qu= 0 (3.22)
So the outlet fluid temperature in each control volume (see figure 3.3) can be calcu-
lated as function of the x position as
Tfo;x = Tamb + S=UL + (Tfi   Tamb   S=UL)e ULntWF 0x=
:
mf cp (3.23)
F’ is the collector efficiency factor used in equation (3.23) is defined as
F 0 =
1
ULW (1=Cbo + 1=(Dihf ) + 1=(ULC))
(3.24)
The absorber model is able to compute for each node in the x direction of the tube
the fluid temperature by means of equation (3.23). For each node in x direction, the
temperature profile in the y direction of the fin is calculated by equation (3.17).
The absorber temperature Tab is calculated as the average temperature of the fin that
is sent to the different elements that communicate with the absorber (“cover”, “TIM”,
“channel” and “insulation”).
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3.2.5 Ventilation channel
The ventilation channel object communicates with the “absorber”, the “insulation”
and “ambient” elements. As mentioned before, the channel can be closed in normal
operation conditions or opened in high temperature operating conditions. The heat
transfer analysis is different in each case.
(a) Closed channel
When the channel is closed, the convective heat transport is very weak as the channel
is heated from above and the corresponding Rayleigh number is very low, so it has
been considered that only conduction takes place inside the channel. By assuming
the conduction heat transfer as one dimensional and dividing the channel layer in
different control volumes, the heat energy balance for each CV is written as
airch
d2T
dz2
= 0 (3.25)
The boundary conditions for the closed channel are T = Tab and T = Tinsi at the
upper and the bottom walls respectively. The discretized equation is solved by a
TDMA solver [9].
(b) Opened channel
The buoyancy-driven airflow generated in the ventilation channel is studied by estab-
lishing the balance equations of mass, momentum and energy in the different zones
of the channel (inlet, core and exit) in order to find the mass flow rate and the air
temperature at the outlet.
The geometry of the studied ventilation channel is presented in figure 3.4.
Inlet zone At the inlet zone there is a pressure loss due to the change in the channel
section between points 0 and 1. By applying Bernoulli principle
pA   p0 = 0
2
(v20   v2A) =
:
m
2 1
20S20
(3.26)
where the air velocity is v =
:
m =Sch. The velocity vA is assumed to be zero and S0
is the cross-sectional area of the vena contracta at the point 0 that depends on the
contraction coefficient C0 given by [10]
C0 =
S0
Sch
= 1  1  

2:08(1  ) + 0:5371 ; 
 =
Sin
SA
' 0 (3.27)
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Figure 3.4: Geometry of the ventilation channel.
By applying the momentum equation between points 0 and 1 and neglecting the
friction and the potential energy
p0Sch   p1Sch = :m (v1   v0) = :m2

1
1Sch
  1
0S0

(3.28)
Channel core The momentum conservation is applied to the control volume de-
limited by the points 1 and 2 shown in figure 3.4 and takes the following form in the
axial direction xZ
SC
vz(~v  ~ndS) + @
@t
Z
V C
vz( dV ) = Fsup;z +
Z
V C
gz dV (3.29)
Transforming equation (3.29) from integral to algebraic form and assuming steady
state conditions
:
m (v2   v1) = p1Sch   p2Sch   fr
:
m
2
2S2ch
PchL  gSchhch (3.30)
where  is an average air density between 1 and 2 and fr is the friction coefficient
at the channel walls and it is calculated using the empirical correlation for forced
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convection between parallel plates for hydrodynamically developing flow given by
Shah and London [11]
frRe =
3:44
(x+)1=2
+
24 + 0:674=(4x+)  3:44=(x+)1=2
1 + 0:000029(x+) 2
(3.31)
where x+ = x=(DhRe) is the dimensionless axial distance in the flow direction for the
hydrodynamic entrance region, Re is the Reynolds number and Dh is the hydraulic
diameter of the channel.
An average friction coefficient is calculated by integrating equation (3.31) along the
channel.
Exit zone The singular pressure losses at the first part of the channel outlet are
expressed as
p2   p3 = e
:
m
2
22S2ch
(3.32)
The pressure loss coefficient due to the elbow, e is calculated using correlation pro-
posed by Fried and Idelchik [12]
e = C1A1
 
0:95 sin2(=2) + 2:05 sin4(=2)

(3.33)
where  is the angle of the elbow ( = 90 in the case of the channel), C1 is a constant
that depends on W/L and A1 is a constant that depends on the elbow angle (for
 = 90, A1 = 1:2).
The singular pressure losses at the butterfly door section
p3   p4 = b
:
m
2
23S2ch
(3.34)
The pressure loss coefficient due to the butterfly door, b is calculated using Fried
and Idelchik correlation [12].
b =
120
Re

1 + 0:5(1 + sin 1)
(1  sin 1)2

+

1  50
Re

qu (3.35)
where 1 is the angle between the door and the centerline axis of the channel, qu is
a constant that depends on the positional angle of the door and e=W : for an open
door (1  40), the value of qu is 9.3 [12].
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At the discharge section, there is a pressure loss due to the change in the channel
section between points 4 and B. By applying the Bernoulli principle
p4   pB = 4
2
(v2B   v24) =
:
m
2
2

1
BS2B
  1
4S2ch

(3.36)
where SB is the section at the point B that depends on the contraction coefficient
given by equation (3.27), being  = SoutSch .
The hydrostatic pressure between external points A and B can be written as
pA   pB = ambgh (3.37)
Formula for the mass flow rate By summing equations (3.26),(3.28), (3.30),
(3.32), (3.34), (3.36) and (3.37), the formula to calculate the mass flow rate in the
channel is obtained
:
m=
0@ ghchSch(amb   )
1
2Sch
  10C0Sch +
frPL
2S2ch
+ 1
20SchC20
+ e23Sch +
b
24Sch
  124Sch + Sch25C25S2out
1A1=2
(3.38)
Energy conservation The energy conservation can be written for a control volume
of section S and differential thickness dx as
:
m cpdT = hh(Th   T )Wdx+ hc(Tc   T )Wdx (3.39)
This equation assumes steady state and negligible kinetic energy variations and non
participating medium.
Integrating equation (3.39) along the channel length, the outlet air temperature To
can be related to the inlet temperature Ti by
To =
1
B

A  (A BTi)e WBL=
:
mcp

(3.40)
where A = hhTh + hcTc and B = hh + hc. The air temperature at the inlet of the
channel Ti is equal to the ambient temperature Tamb.
The convection heat transfer coefficients at the channel hot and cold walls hh and
hc are calculated from empirical correlations for forced convection for simultaneously
developing flow between parallel plates [11]:
Nux = 7:55 +
0:024(x) 1:14
1 + 0:0358(x) 0:64Pr0:17
(3.41)
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with x = x=(DhRePr) is the dimensionless axial distance.
The average cold and hot Nusselt numbers are calculated by integrating equation
(3.41) over the channel length. Due to the section change at the inlet, a recirculating
flow region of length Lrec is created in the immediate vicinity of the backward-facing
step (see figure 3.4). The length of the recirculating-flow region depends on the
Reynolds number and is evaluated from [13]. In that region the Nusselt number is
lower than in the channel and is considered as Nurec ' 1 according to [14].
The heat transfer coefficient is then calculated as
h =
Lrechrec + (L  Lrec)h
L
(3.42)
where
h =
1
L  Lrec
Z L
x=Lrec
Nux
Dh
dx (3.43)
where Dh = 2e is the hydraulic diameter of the channel.
Calculation process The process to calculate the outlet air temperature and the
air mass flow rate at the channel is iterative. The process starts by guessing pres-
sures and outlet temperature values, then calculating the densities by assuming ideal
gas, the convection heat transfer coefficients and the friction coefficient. The mass
flow rate,
:
m, and the outlet temperature, To, are then calculated and the process is
repeated until convergence.
Validation of the channel model The validation of the numerical code for the
opened ventilation channel was done by comparison with the PIV measurements of a
tilted solar chimney performed by Chami and Zoughaib [15]. The calculations of the
air mass flow rate were performed for fourteen cases presented in [15] with different
channel lengths, inclinations, inlet and outlet channel sections and wall-to-ambient
temperature differences. The geometry of this solar chimney is similar to the studied
ventilation channel geometry but does not have either elbow or butterfly door at the
exit (e = 0 and b = 0).
The comparisons with the experimental results and with the proposed correlation of
Chami and Zoughaib [15] are presented in figure 3.5. A discrepancy of 15.30% be-
tween the present model predictions and the experiments is obtained, while Chami’s
correlation yields a discrepancy of 15.19% with respect to their own experiments.
Although a comparable error with the existing correlation [15] is obtained, the de-
veloped model is adopted since it is more appropriated to the specific geometry of
the studied ventilation channel. Moreover, the tendency of the calculated mass flow
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Figure 3.5: Mass ow rate results of experimental [15], present numerical study
and correlation [15].
rate progression as a function of the varied parameters is in good agreement with the
experimental results: the mass flow rate induced in the chimney increases with the
inclination and the channel length.
3.2.6 Insulation
The insulation in the solar collector system communicates with its neighboring el-
ements “ventilation channel”, “absorber” and “ambient”. It is modeled by means of
a one-dimensional numerical model allowing to solve the conduction heat transfer
equation through it.
By dividing the insulation in different control volumes, the heat energy balance for
each CV is written as
ins
d2T
dz2
= 0 (3.44)
The boundary condition for the internal surface of the insulation (air channel side) is
:
qcond;ins=
:
qconv;insi airch +
:
qt:rad;insi ab (3.45)
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which gives
 ins dT
dz
= hconv;insi airch(Tinsi   Tairch) + hrinsi ab(Tinsi   Tab) (3.46)
Tairch is the temperature of the air in the channel calculated as an average between
the inlet and outlet temperatures that are calculated in the channel object.
The thermal radiative transfer coefficient between the absorber and the internal sur-
face of the insulation used in equation (3.46) is
hrinsi ab =
(Tinsi + Tab)(T
2
insi + T
2
ab)
1=insi + 1=fin   1 (3.47)
For the external boundary condition (ambient side)
:
qcond;ins=
:
qconv;inse amb +
:
qt:rad;inse gr (3.48)
leading to
 ins dT
dz
= hwi(Tinse   Tamb) + hrinse gr(Tinse   Tgr) (3.49)
Tamb here is the same as that used in equation (3.3). The radiative losses from the
back side of the collector to the ground are calculated by assuming that no radiation
leaving the back surface is reflected back. The ground temperature is assumed equal
to the ambient temperature.
hrinse gr = inse(Tinse + Tgr)(T 2inse + T
2
gr) (3.50)
The insulation equation is solved by a TDMA solver [9].
3.3 Numerical resolution
The flow chart of the general algorithm is presented in figure 3.6. The algorithm
takes into account if the ventilation channel operates in opened or closed state. The
treatment is similar in both cases, only the calculation of the air temperature in the
channel is different as described in section 3.2.5.
The steps of the resolution process are the followings
1. Firstly, the physical parameters of the FPSC, geometry, meteorological data,
inlet fluid temperature, the channel state and the information relative to the
discretization (number of nodes for the fin, tube, insulation, TIM, channel, etc.)
are introduced as input data to the algorithm.
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2. Secondly, initial temperatures of the different components of the solar collector
are guessed.
3. Then, thermo-physical properties of water and air, the heat transfer coefficients
and the total heat loss coefficient UL are calculated.
4. Finally, the energy balance equations described above are solved by means of a
Gauss iterative numerical method to obtain the new temperatures.
The converged solution is obtained when the maximum difference between guessed
and calculated temperatures becomes lower than the convergence criterion, ~ = 10 6,
to yield the steady state solution of the different components.
In case of transient simulation, quasi-steady state is assumed, i.e. the accumulation
terms in energy equations are neglected. In this case, the aforementioned procedure
is repeated for each time-step by updating the meteorological data after each time-
step until reaching the final time. At the end, the numerical results of the collector
efficiency, the heat losses and the temperature maps are saved.
3.4 Experimental validation
Several experimental tests were conducted in order to validate the numerical method-
ology and also to check the reliability of the proposed ventilation channel with SMA
spring as overheating protection system.
3.4.1 Indoor tests
Heat losses measurements were carried out indoors with zero incident radiation at
constant inlet temperature and with a constant mass flow rate of
:
mf= 0:042 kg/s. The
test was performed by monitoring the water temperature at the inlet of the collector
Tfi and then plotting the steady state thermal losses versus the temperature difference
between the inlet fluid and the ambient temperatures Tfi   Tamb. Steady state is
achieved when inlet and outlet water temperatures, as well as, the collector elements
temperatures remain constant (variation below 0:5C) over a period of 20 minutes.
Four different inlet temperatures evenly spaced over the operating temperature of the
collector were tested and the data were recorded in intervals of 30 s.
Thermal losses
:
QL were obtained by
:
QL=
:
mf cp(Tfi   Tfo) (3.51)
In order to check up the operation of the overheating protection system, the prototype
was tested in different modes (see figure 3.7):
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Figure 3.6: Flow chart of the numerical algorithm.
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Figure 3.7: Operation modes of the ventilation channel.
 (a) Opened channel: the actuating door is kept completely opened during the
experiment (figure 3.7a).
 (b) Active actuating door: the ventilation channel door was activated, i.e. it
remains closed at low operation temperatures and open at high operation tem-
perature (figure 3.7b).
 (c) Closed channel: the SMA spring system was deactivated and the ventilation
channel was kept closed (figure 3.7c).
Figure 3.8a shows the heat losses variation in terms of the difference between the aver-
age fluid temperature and the ambient (Tfi Tamb). It can be observed that when the
channel is closed the collector heat losses are minimum among the three cases. In this
case, the heat losses from the channel are not important since there is no significant
air circulation. When the channel is opened, the heat losses become more important
and represent approximately 40% of the total losses of the collector compared to the
case of the closed channel. When the channel door is active, the heat losses at low op-
eration temperatures are similar to those obtained with the closed channel. However,
when the temperatures inside the collector rise and the SMA spring reaches 90C, the
channel door starts to open to evacuate excess of heat from the back of the collector.
When the SMA spring is completely opened, it can be seen that the heat losses are
close to the opened channel case.
These results show clearly that the designed overheating protection system produces
the required effect, i.e. increasing the collector heat losses only for high operating tem-
peratures allowing to cool-down the collector, thus protecting the TIM from achieving
high temperatures. It should be noticed that these high operating temperatures occur
only in few days of the year when high solar radiation is present.
The heat losses are also computed with the tool presented in the previous section and
compared to the indoor experiment values. Ambient and inlet fluid temperatures to-
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Figure 3.8: Experimental and numerical results for the heat losses for dierent
operation modes (the curves in gure (a) do not represent ttings but they are
presented only to distinguish between the results).
gether with mass flow measured during the experiments are used as input parameters
to the general model. The fitting of the model predictions as function of the measured
data is given in figure 3.8b where it is shown that the model predictions agree well
with the experimental values. A mean deviation of about 4.8% within experimental
uncertainties was noticed.
3.4.2 Outdoor tests
The solar collector was exposed to solar radiation, facing south with an inclination
of  = 41 (latitude for Barcelona). Two types of outdoors tests were performed: the
steady state efficiency test and the test under stagnation conditions.
Steady state efficiency test
The steady-state efficiency test was done by following the recommendations of the
international standard procedure ISO 9806-1 [16]. The solar collector was exposed to
solar radiation in the midday hours when the beam radiation is high and nearly normal
to the collector plane. All measurements were carried out at constant inlet temper-
ature and at a constant mass flow rate of
:
mf= 0:042 kg/s. Four inlet temperature
ranges were tested and the data were recorded in intervals of 30 s. A preconditioning
period of 30 minutes with the correct inlet fluid temperature was done, followed by a
steady-state measurement period of 30 min.
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Figure 3.9: Experimental and numerical results for the eciency curve of the
tested collector (based on the absorber area, G = 1000 50W=m2).
The instantaneous efficiency, i, based on the absorber area was calculated by equation
(3.52) and plotted vs. (Tfi Tamb)=G. The results are presented in figure 3.9a. Sixteen
points are shown, four for each temperature range.
i =
:
mf cp(Tfo   Tfi)
AaG
(3.52)
The experimental efficiency curve was obtained by a second order fit expressed by
 = 0:713  2:648(Tfi   Tamb)=G  0:0161(Tfi   Tamb)2=G (3.53)
In order to validate the numerical model under such conditions, simulations were
carried out at the four different inlet water temperature values at which the collector
was tested. Ambient temperature, solar radiation, wind speed and mass flow measured
during the experiments were used as input parameters to the general model. The
simulation results are plotted in figure 3.9b showing close values to the experimental
data with an average relative error of about 5.5%. The fitting of the model predictions
as function of the measured data is given in figure 3.9b showing a good agreement.
The error given by the model for the efficiency test is slightly higher than that given
for the heat losses test. This can be due to the model overestimation of the amount
of solar energy absorbed by the collector because of the presence of the TIM layer
that can reflect some solar radiation if the incidence angle during the test is not really
zero.
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Stagnation conditions test
The experiment was carried out in order to determine the maximum temperature that
can be achieved in the solar collector and to check the operation of the overheating
protection system under stagnation conditions. The FPSC was exposed to solar radi-
ation without water circulation in a typical summer day in Barcelona. The test was
performed in a clear sky day from sunrise to sunset. Measured temperatures at the
center of the absorber plate, the TIM and the ambient, wind velocity and total solar
radiation during the test were recorded and are shown in figure 3.10.
During the test, due to the temperature reached inside the collector, it was observed
that the SMA spring system actuated when reaching about 90C at the exit of the
channel, carrying the channel door to its opened position. The absorber temperature
at the center of the collector reached a maximum of 126:5C at solar noon when the
incident solar radiation reached its maximum of 1000W=m2 and the ambient temper-
ature was 31:5C. At this moment, the corresponding TIM temperature measured
at the center of the collector reached a maximum of 93:5C which is below the max-
imum resistance temperature of the TIM (140C). Later in the day, when the solar
radiation and the temperature in the channel decreased, the SMA spring was seen to
decompress driving the channel door to its initial closed state.
This test showed the effectiveness of the overheating protection system since high
temperatures in the collector and in the TIM are limited and the collector is pro-
tected from stagnation conditions. Since the plastic TIM is capable to withstand
higher temperatures than those reached in the experiment (93:5C), this suggests
that the present design of the collector is far from its optimum design mainly due to
its poor thermal insulation. However, more tests would be needed under overheating
conditions (30 days of stagnation test [17]).
The simulation results for the complete real day test are also presented in figure 3.10.
It can be seen that the calculated temperatures are in good agreement with the mea-
sured values. The agreement is quantified using the residue between the calculated
and the measured values: an average relative error with experimental measurements
of about 9.3% and 7.2% is obtained for the absorber temperatures and the TIM tem-
perature, respectively. This error can be due to the error generated by the estimation
of the mass flow rate in the ventilation channel that affects the amount of the ex-
tracted energy from the collector. More significant discrepancy is observed at the
peak hours or when a sudden change in the solar radiation is produced which may be
due to the thermal capacity of the collector which is not taken into consideration by
the model.
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Figure 3.10: Experimental and numerical temperatures in the collector, mea-
sured solar radiation, ambient temperature and wind velocity during stagnation
test.
3.5 Optimisation of the FPSC design
The numerical model is validated by experimental results and it has been demon-
strated that it can accurately predict the thermal behavior of the studied collector
and therefore can be used in the designing process.
The objective in this section is to obtain further improvement of the performance of
this solar collector by means of a parametric study using the implemented numerical
tool. The results of this study seek to propose the most promising design of a stag-
nation proof FPSC with plastic TIM able to work at operating temperature 100C
with good efficiency.
The most promising FPSC should not only yield the best efficiency at the studied
temperature range but also has to fulfill severe requirement with regards to long-term
exposure to solar radiation. According to manufacturer’s data, the TIM can with-
stand temperatures up to 140C, but for long-term exposure this is not guaranteed.
In general, stagnation conditions for the solar collector can happen in some days of
the year where severe weathering conditions occur. In the whole life cycle of the solar
collector it could occur in 30 days as an approximation [17].
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Table 3.1: Test cases.
Parameter Values (mm)
eins b 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0
eins e 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0
eTIM 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0
egap 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0
ech 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0
In order to check the ability of the plastic TIM to withstand severe weathering condi-
tions, a small solar collector with TIM was constructed and tested under high absorber
temperatures combined with long-term exposure to UV radiation conditions (see fig-
ure 3.11). The collector has an aperture area of 0.148 m2 with 40 mm TIM layer, 15
mm air gap, a highly selective absorber, thermal insulation and a glass cover. The
absorber plate was electrically heated and the front of the collector was exposed to
UV radiation. After testing the collector under different working temperatures during
a period of an equivalent of one month of exposure, it was seen that beyond 120C the
durability of the plastic TIM was significantly affected. Out-gassing effect in which
the TIM released gas that condensed on the glass cover was observed as can be seen
in figure 3.11. The films of the TIM were observed to change their color to amber
meaning that the TIM cannot withstand beyond this temperature range for long term
exposure.
As a consequence, it was agreed that the most promising FPSC with plastic TIM at
the working temperature 100C should present the best efficiency but its TIM tem-
perature should not overshoot 120C in stagnation conditions.
In order to find the best design, 3125 different configurations of FPSC with TIM and
ventilation channel were evaluated by means of virtual prototyping. The main param-
eters investigated were: the back insulation thickness (eins b), the edge’s insulation
thickness (eins e), the TIM layer (eTIM ), the air gap layer (egap) and the ventilation
channel interplate spacing (ech). Table 3.1 summarizes the different studied cases. A
glass cover with high transmissivity to normal solar radiation ( = 0:96) was used
in all the simulations. The absorber characteristics used in the simulations were the
same as that used in the experimental prototype.
The collector model was used to simulate the different proposed configurations in
order to obtain the collector efficiency and the maximum stagnation temperature
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(a) UV experimental test set up (b) T = 117C
(c) T = 125C (d) T = 133C
Figure 3.11: TIM collector tested under various absorber temperatures combined
with long-term exposure to UV radiation conditions.
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Figure 3.12: Results of the 3125 simulated cases.
at the TIM. The conducted simulations for determining both the efficiency and the
maximum TIM temperature (overheating conditions test) were done under meteoro-
logical data of G = 1000W=m2 and Tamb = 30C corresponding to typical summer
weather conditions of Barcelona. For the simulation of the efficiency test, an inlet
water temperature of 100C was introduced and for the stagnation test the inlet water
temperature was set to the ambient temperature.
The results obtained for the 3125 studied cases for the efficiency and the maximum
TIM temperature are summarized in figure 3.12. As can be seen, the efficiency vary
between 0.32 and 0.52 and the TIM temperature vary between 81C and 175C for
all the simulated cases.
The effect of each of the investigated parameters on the efficiency and the TIM tem-
perature are presented in figures of 3.13 and 3.14. The main conclusions arising from
this study are:
 The effect of increasing the back and edge insulation and the TIM layer thick-
nesses is an increase in the collector efficiency and in the maximum TIM tem-
perature in stagnation conditions.
 The increase of the channel inter-plate spacing more than 30 mm shows a de-
crease in the collector efficiency.
 The increment of the channel inter-plate spacing up to 40 mm shows a clear
reduction in the TIM temperature under stagnation conditions. Increasing ech
beyond 40 mm has no great effect on the TIM temperature.
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 The air gap layer has a significant effect on the collector efficiency with an
optimal value egap = 15 mm. i.e. increasing or decreasing the air gap layer
beyond 15 mm yields a decrement in the collector efficiency. This result is in
good agreement with the result of Hollands [7].
 Augmenting the air gap layer until 15 mm leads to a reduction of the TIM
temperature, but beyond 15 mm there is no significant effect on the TIM tem-
perature.
The numerical results showing the effect of each of the investigated parameters (eins b,
eins e, eTIM , egap and ech) on the efficiency and the TIM temperature in stagnation
conditions are shown in the figures 3.13 and 3.14, respectively.
The cases presenting TIM temperatures exceeding 120C represent about 22% of
the total simulated cases and were eliminated. From the remaining cases, the most
promising FPSC has an instantaneous efficiency of 0.518 and a stagnation tempera-
ture at the TIM of 114:6C. This optimal collector has the following configuration:
eins b = 60 mm, eins e = 60 mm, eTIM = 80 mm, egap = 15 mm and ech = 20 mm.
The estimated efficiency curve based on absorber area of this FPSC is presented in
figure 3.15 where it is compared to the previously tested FPSC and to other commer-
cially available solar collectors. As can be seen, the proposed optimal design shows a
significant improvement respect to the experimental prototype. The proposed optimal
collector presents higher efficiency at medium temperatures than conventional FPSC
without TIM. Compared to a FPSC with double glazing [18] and to a commercial
FPSC with TIM and another type of overheating protection system [19,20], the pro-
posed optimal collector performs better. The efficiency curve of the optimal collector
is lower than the curve of the vacuum tubes collector [21] but its cost is expected to
be significantly more economic.
The theoretical efficiency curve was obtained by a second order fit expressed by
i = 0:732  1:367(Tfi   Tamb)=G  0:0057(Tfi   Tamb)2=G (3.54)
3.6 Conclusions
This chapter has addressed the design, construction, testing and modeling of a FPSC
with plastic TIM and overheating protection system. The designed overheating pro-
tection system consists of a ventilation channel with a thermally actuated door in-
troduced between the absorber and the back insulation. The conducted experimental
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Figure 3.13: Eciency of the 3125 simulated cases as function of the investigated
parameters (eins b, eins e, eTIM , egap and ech).
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Figure 3.14: Maximum TIM temperature under stagnation conditions of the
3125 simulated cases as function of the investigated parameters (eins b, eins e,
eTIM , egap and ech).
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Figure 3.15: Eciency curve of the proposed optimal FPSC compared to other
solar collectors curves. 1: standard FPSC with selective absorber [19]; 2: exper-
imental curve of the studied prototype; 3: double glazed FPSC [18]; 4: FPSC
with TIM and heat pipe as passive overheating system [20]; 5: proposed optimal
collector; 6: evacuated tubes [21]
tests have shown the effectiveness of the overheating system being able to maintain
low enough temperatures at the collector preventing thus the TIM from stagnation
conditions.
A general numerical code to simulate the thermal behavior of the advanced FPSC
has been presented. The model is based on the energy balance on the different com-
ponents of the solar collector (“cover”, “TIM”, “air gap”, “absorber”, “channel” and
“insulation”) which are integrated by means of a modular object-oriented tool. The
main advantage of this tool is that each object is interchangeable and could be sub-
stituted by high-level CFD object if needed with a possibility to parallelize the whole
simulation in order to reduce the computational time.
The numerical code has been validated with experimental tests (indoor and outdoor)
conducted within this work. The results demonstrated that the code can accurately
reproduce the performance of the collector, being able to predict the efficiency and
heat losses of the collector by a discrepancy that does not exceed 5%. The simulation
results of a complete real day also showed that the prediction of the temperatures of
different components agree with the experimental values.
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With the aim of further improvement of the performance of the presented solar col-
lector, several parametric simulations using the developed numerical tool have been
performed. 3125 different configurations were evaluated by means of virtual proto-
typing and the results allowed to propose the most promising design of a stagnation
proof FPSC with plastic TIM able to work at operating temperature 100C with
good efficiency. The proposed optimal collector showed that it can compete with
other commercially available solar collectors with expected lower cost.
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Chapter 4
Detailed CFD model of the
solar collector
Abstract. In this chapter, a detailed CFD model of the FPC with plastic TIM and over-
heating protection system is presented. The integration of the different elements of the
collector is carried out with the same modular object-oriented platform used in chapter 3.
The difference in this chapter is the substitution of the models of the most critical elements
of the collector (ventilation channel, air gap&TIM 1) by high-level CFD objects. For the
detailed numerical simulations, Large Eddy Simulations (LES) modeling is used. Moreover,
the steady state equations used in chapter 3 are substituted by transient equations. In or-
der to speed-up the simulations, parallelisation techniques are used allowing to use various
processors to solve the critical elements. The results presented in this chapter are qualita-
tive and are part of an ongoing research. The numerical solutions are firstly validated with
experimental results found in the literature. Then, the general model of the solar collector
is validated with the conducted experimental indoor tests which showed a reasonable agree-
ment. Preliminary CFD simulation results of the heat transfer and fluid dynamics in the
ventilation channel and the air gap &TIM are presented and discussed.
1In this chapter the air gap and the TIM elements are treated as a whole element and will be
designated by “air gap&TIM”
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4.1 Introduction
The design and optimization of the studied FPC requires knowledge of the thermal
and fluid dynamic phenomena involved. In addition to the fast calculation model
presented in the previous chapter, detailed model based on multidimensional resolu-
tion of the Navier-Stokes and energy equations may have some advantages: detailed
model can be used to describe the thermal and fluid dynamic behavior avoiding the
requirement of empirical correlations. Moreover, it allows to simulate and understand
the physics present in the studied solar thermal system.
In the last decades, detailed numerical simulations using Computational Fluid Dy-
namics and Heat Transfer (CFD&HT) codes have emerged as a powerful tool for the
prediction of thermal systems. However, detailed numerical simulations demand large
computational resources and, in spite of the use of parallel computers and efficient
parallel algorithms, long-term simulations are still very costly.
Natural convection in closed cavities or rectangular enclosures has been broadly stud-
ied in the literature. Research for vertical and horizontal orientations of the cavity
have been widely investigated due to their wide engineering applications. At vertical
orientation ( = 90) is commonly known as the differential heated cavity problem,
the direction of the temperature gradient is perpendicular to the gravity force and
any finite Rayleigh number cause the circulation motion of the flow in the cavity. For
horizontal cavities heated from below ( = 0) which is usually referred as Rayleigh
Benard case, the Rayleigh number has to reach a certain value before convection be-
gins. This value is also termed as the critical Rayleigh number, which is reported by
Hollands et al. [2] as Rac = 1708. When the Rayleigh number exceeds the critical
value, the flow becomes unstable and series of convective 3D rolls are formed. These
rolls are more commonly known as Benard cells. For the case of a cavity with incli-
nation 180, it indicates an inverted horizontal cavity (heated from the top). In this
case, the Nusselt number is unity since the heat transfer is pure diffusive [3].
Air cavities in FPCs generally refer to the air gap between the absorber plate and
the glass cover. They are generally inclined and have a high aspect ratio. For these
large inclined cavities, the heat transfer is highly dependent on the inclination angle.
For inclination angles  in the range of 0  90 where the bottom plate is hot, a great
number of research works have been done (see [1]). One of the most important works
is the experimental study conducted by Hollands et al. [2] that gives the relationship
between the Nusselt number and Rayleigh number for inclination angles from 0 to 70.
For large cavities with inclination angle in the range of 90  180 such as the ventila-
tion channel of the studied FPC, where the hot and cold walls are located the other
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way round, there is few information in the literature. Elsherbiny [4] presented mea-
surements were done for different aspect ratios covering various ranges of Rayleigh
numbers. Elsherbiny [4] showed that for aspect ratio 20 and fixed Ra, the increase
of the inclination angle from 90 to 180 leads to a decrease in the Nusselt number
until aproaching unity for  = 180. It was also shown that the effect of increasing
the aspect ratio is the reduction of Nusselt number for the same operating conditions
(Rayleigh number and angle of inclination).
Regarding open channels, some works have been done to study natural ventilation
such as in solar chimneys or solar air heaters. Fedorov and Viskanta [8] used k   
turbulent model to simulate the natural convection in an asymmetrically heated, ver-
tical channel. Sakonidou et al [9] developed a model to estimate the tilt of a solar
chimney that yields the largest natural air flow. Chami and Zoughaib [10] modeled
natural convection in a pitched thermosyphon system for building roofs with experi-
mental validation using particle image velocimetry.
For large closed cavities that consist of an air gap and a TIM layer enclosed be-
tween the two bounding plates, few works exist in the literature. Whereas early
research works about honeycomb transparent insulation assumed the honeycomb to
be bounded on both faces, later designs have used an air gap between the honeycomb
and one of the plates: the ”compound honeycomb“ configuration. The purpose of the
air gap is to decouple the radiative and conductive modes of heat transfer as pointed
out by Platzer [5]. This configuration represents the case of the studied FPC in this
thesis. Hum et al. [7] studied numerically and experimentally this new configuration.
In their model, they neglected the effect of convection and solved the coupled conduc-
tion and radiation by means of a one dimensional model. The work of Schweiger [12] is
one of the few works that studied numerically the convection heat transfer taking into
account the presence of an air gap under the TIM layer. In his work, four adjacent
honeycomb cells in a vertical collector were simulated by assuming periodic boundary
conditions at the lateral sides of the air gap in order to simplify the geometry and to
save computational time.
In the chapter 3, the objective was to perform several parametric simulations in or-
der to optimise the FPC design. Thus, fast calculation models were used for all the
elements of the FPC. To do this, the governing equations were simplified by means
of some assumptions and using some correlations from the literature.
In this chapter, the integration of the different elements of the collector is carried
out with the same modular object-oriented platform used in chapter 3. The differ-
ence in this chapter is the substitution of the models of the most critical elements
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of the collector (ventilation channel and air gap&TIM) by high-level CFD objects
without necessity of using correlations. A parallelisation of the whole simulation is
also performed in order to reduce the computational time. Moreover, the steady state
equations used in chapter 3 are substituted by transient equations.
The use of high-level simulation for these elements has some advantages with respect
to the models used in the previous chapter:
 For the closed channel, it was assumed in the previous chapter that the convec-
tive heat transport is very weak. Then, it was considered that only conduction
takes place inside the channel. Although this assumption is considered rea-
sonable because the channel is heated from above, the fully resolution of the
Navier-Stokes and the energy equations allows to study the importance of the
convection heat transfer at the different operation temperatures of the FPC.
 For the opened channel, the model used in chapter 3 was based on the global
balance equations (mass, momentum and energy). The correlations for the Nus-
selt number and the friction factors used by this model depend on the thermal
and hydrodynamic nature of the flow in the channel. Therefore, a CFD analysis
of the channel would be helpful to understand the structure of the fluid flow
and the nature of the heat transfer occurring, so to choose the most appropri-
ate correlations for the simplified model. Moreover, CFD modeling can offer
the possibility to develop new correlations for the so specific geometry of the
present ventilation channel.
 The TIM layer of the studied FPC is located inside the air gap between the
absorber and the glass cover. Indeed, the air gap and the TIM layer interact
with each other and no boundary exists at the interface. In the fast calculation
model presented in chapter 3, a fictitious boundary was assumed in order to
couple the two elements and the simplified conduction model of Platzer [6] was
used. The simulation of both elements as a whole element would allow to avoid
such assumption. Moreover, it can be helpful to understand the effect of the
TIM layer in reducing the top heat losses of the FPC.
The modular methodology of the code, the mathematical formulation of the different
objects, the global resolution algorithm and some preliminary numerical results are
presented in this chapter. It has to be mentioned that the results presented in this
chapter are only qualitative and proceed from an ongoing work that is still under
development and further investigation and validation process are necessary.
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4.2 Mathematical model
The integration of the different elements of the proposed solar collector is carried out
by means of a modular object-oriented platform named NEST which allows the linking
between the different elements to perform a specific system or configuration [15, 16].
The use of a modular simulation allows that each element can be treated as a dif-
ferent object coupled with its neighbors through a global algorithm. For the same
element 1D, 2D or 3D models can be used depending on the level of complexity needed
for the simulation. The elements can to be solved independently given the bound-
ary conditions (e.g. heat flows or temperatures) which can be obtained by means
of communication with their neighboring elements (objects). At each iteration, in-
puts are taken from the neighbors, governing equations of the elements are solved and
the outputs are set as boundary conditions for the resolution of the neighbor elements.
The advantage of this modular approach is that each element can be represented in
any form as long as it can exchange the necessary boundary information from the rest
of the elements in the system. For instance, in a solar collector, some components need
to be modeled with a detailed CFD&HT calculation while others could be modeled
using a single control volume energy balance. Each element of the system can also be
solved using a different parallelization paradigm without any need of re-writing any
part of the code.
In the present implementation, the FPC is considered as the sum of various compo-
nents interacting with each others: glass cover, air gap&TIM, absorber, ventilation
channel and thermal insulation. The different heat fluxes can be seen in figure 3.2.
In the following analysis, unsteady state conditions are assumed.
The details of the mathematical model of the FPC are presented in the following
subsections.
4.2.1 CFD&HT objects
The use of a CFD&HT object is used for modeling the ventilation channel in its closed
and opened states and for the air gap&TIM of the solar collector.
The high level numerical simulations were done using the CFD&HT code Termoflu-
ids [17] which is a three dimensional and unstructured parallel object oriented CFD
code.
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In Termofluids, the incompressible filtered Navier-Stokes and energy equations are
r:u = 0 (4.1)
@u
@t
+ (u  r)u  r2u+  1rp+ f = (u  r)u  (u  r)u ' r   (4.2)
@ T
@t
+ (u  r) T  r2 T = (u  r) T  (u  r)T ' r  T (4.3)
where u, p and T are the filtered velocity vector, pressure and temperature, respec-
tively. f represents the body forces for natural convection, f = (T   Tref )g. The
last term in equations (4.2) and (4.3) indicate some modeling of the filtered non-linear
convective term.  is the sub-grid scale (SGS) stress tensor, which is defined as [18],
 =  2SGS S + 1
3
( : I) (4.4)
where S is the filtered rate of strain S = 12 [r(u) +r(u)] and r is the transpose of
the gradient operator. T term appearing in equation (4.3) is evaluated as  but SGS
is substituted by SGS = SGS=Prt, where Prt is the turbulent Prandtl number (0.4
in Termofluids code).
In Termofluids, different subgrid-scale (SGS) models can be used such as: (i) the wall-
adapting local-eddy viscosity (WALE) [19], (ii) the WALE model within a variational
multiscale framework (VMS-WALE) [20].
The governing equations used in Termofluids CFD&HT code are discretised on a collo-
cated unstructured grid arrangement by means of second-order conservative schemes
[21]. This discretisation preserves the kinetic energy equation which ensures stability
and conservation of the kinetic-energy balance even at high Reynolds numbers and
coarse grids. These conservation properties are held if, and only if: (i) the discrete
convective operator is skew-symmetric: (ii) the negative conjugate transpose of the
discrete gradient operator is exactly equal to the divergence operator; and (iii) the
diffusive operator, is symmetric and positive-definite.
For the temporal discretisation of the momentum equation a two-step linear explicit
scheme on a fractional-step method has been used for the convective and diffusive
terms [22], while for the pressure gradient term an implicit first-order scheme has been
used. To solve the velocity-pressure coupling, a classical fractional step projection
method is used
up = un+1 +r~p (4.5)
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Figure 4.1: Boundary conditions for the closed channel.
where up is the predicted velocity, n + 1 is the time instant where the variables are
calculated, ~p = pn+1tn= is the pseudo-pressure and tn is the current time step
(tn = tn+1   tn, which is chosen automatically to satisfy the Courant-Friedrich-
Lewy (CFL) condition). The discrete Poisson equation for up is obtained by taking
the divergence of the equation (4.5) and after applying the incompressibility condition
yields
~p = r  up (4.6)
Boundary conditions
Closed channel: The channel of the studied collector has an aspect ratio of A =
L=e = 66. The boundary conditions for the closed channel can be seen in figure 4.1.
For the top and the bottom boundaries, zero velocity conditions are imposed. The
top and the bottom temperatures are coupled to the absorber plate temperature Tab
and the internal surface temperature of the insulation Tinsi, respectively. Adiabatic
boundary conditions are imposed at the lateral boundaries. Periodic boundaries are
used in the spanwise direction z. The spanwise size is taken equal to the channel
outlet length (0.03 m).
Opened channel: The boundary conditions for the opened channel are shown in
figure 4.2. As it can be seen, the ambient air around the channel outlet is also consid-
ered. The simulation of the ambient air is necessary as it interacts with the air inside
the channel and may affect the fluid flow and heat transfer involved in the channel.
For the top and the bottom boundaries of the channel, a zero flow boundary is im-
posed for the velocities and Dirichlet boundary conditions for the temperatures. The
top and the bottom temperatures are coupled to the absorber plate temperature Tab
and the internal surface temperature of the insulation Tinsi, respectively. For the lat-
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Figure 4.2: Boundary conditions for the opened channel.
eral boundaries, adiabatic conditions are imposed for the temperatures and non-slip
conditions for the velocities. At the inlet of the channel and the ambient air limit,
a pressure based boundary conditions is imposed. Newmann boundary conditions is
used for the velocity and Dirichlet boundaries for the temperature with T = Tamb.
Periodic boundaries are used in the spanwise direction z. The spanwise size is taken
equal to the channel outlet length (0.03 m).
At the inlet of the channel, the presence of the change in the inlet section is not con-
sidered (see figure 3.4). The effect of the presence of the outlet channel door is neither
taken into account (see figure 3.4). These assumptions were done for computational
time constraint. In fact, the presence of the small inlet section and the outlet door
requires an important mesh refinement in those regions, which highly reduce the time
step of the simulation, and thus much more computational time would be needed.
air gap&TIM: The air gap of the studied solar collector has 15 mm of height and
the TIM has 40 mm of height. The cells of the honeycomb TIM have a side length
of 10 mm. Since the total length is 2 m, the whole collector has 200 honeycomb
cells along its length. All the 200 cells have been simulated in order to avoid any
assumptions in the boundary conditions at the lateral sides of the air gap.
The boundary conditions for the air gap&TIM are shown in figure 4.3. The top and
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Figure 4.3: Boundary conditions for the air gap&TIM.
the bottom boundaries have Dirichlet boundary conditions for temperature that are
coupled to the glass cover temperature Tc and to the absorber plate temperature
Tab, respectively. The west and east boundaries are assumed adiabatic. A non-slip
condition for the velocities is imposed for all the boundaries of the air gap&TIM. The
TIM has a honeycomb structure consisting of a cellular array of repetitive nature. This
structure allows to assume that the honeycomb walls are adiabatic inner boundaries
for temperature. The conduction along the walls is neglected because the wall section
and conductivity are small. Periodic boundaries are used in the spanwise direction z
(the spanwise size is the same as that for the channel).
4.2.2 Glass cover model
The glass cover object is linked to: (i) the air gap&TIM object to receive the convec-
tion heat flow
:
qTIM , (ii) to the absorber object to receive Tab and (iii) to the ambient
object to receive G and Tamb.
Due to the small thickness of the cover plate, a uniform temperature through it is
considered and an energy balance on a single control volume is performed (see figure
3.2). By considering constant properties of the glass, the unsteady balance equation
for the cover is
:
qc st=
:
qs:rad;abs c  
:
qt:rad;c ab  
:
qt:rad;c sky  
:
qconv;c amb  
:
qconv;c TIM (4.7)
where
:
qc st is the the accumulation terms. Equation 4.7 leads to
ccpcec
dTc
dt
= cG  hrc ab(Tc   Tab) 
hrsky(Tc   Tsky)  hwi(Tc   Tamb) 
:
qTIM
(4.8)
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where ec is the cover thickness and Tab is the mean absorber temperature. The radia-
tion is treated here by the simplified model of chapter 3 where hrsky, Tsky and hrc ab,
are given by equations (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6), respectively. The wind convective heat
transfer coefficient hwi is also calculated by means of equation (3.7) of the previous
chapter.
4.2.3 Absorber model
For the absorber object is composed of two elements: fins and tubes. The fin model
is the same as that described in the previous section 3.2.4. The accumulation term
in the balance equation of the fin is neglected as the fin thickness is very small. The
analytical solution is computed to yield the absorber temperature distribution as
Tfin;y = Tamb + S=UL + (Tbo   Tamb   S=UL) cosh(my)
cosh(m(W  Do)=2) (4.9)
The mean absorber temperature Tab is then calculated as an average along the fin.
Concerning the tube, a one dimensional step by step model has been implemented.
The fluid circulating with a mass flow rate
:
m is assumed incompressible and one phase
flow. The mass, momentum and energy conservation equations are applied in each
control volume of the discretised 1D domain.
Mass conservationZ
SC
~v  ~dS = :mi+1   :mi= 0 ! :mi+1= :mi= cte = :mf =nt (4.10)
Replacing the mass flow rate with
:
m= vS, the fluid velocity at each control volume
is obtained as
vi+1 =
:
mf =nt
S
=
4
:
mf =nt
D2i
(4.11)
Momentum conservationZ
SC
vx(~v  ~ndS) + @
@t
Z
V C
vx( dV ) = Fsup;x +
Z
V C
gx dV (4.12)
Transforming equation (4.12) from integral form to algebraic form, the outlet pressure
at each control volume is calculated as
pi+1 = pi    (vi   v
0
i )
t

4
D2ixi  

fi
iv
2
i
2

4xi
Di
  4(
:
mf =nt)
D2i
(vi+1   vi) (4.13)
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where v0i is the velocity at the previous time step, fi is the friction coefficient at the
tube wall that is calculated using correlation for forced convective heat transfer of
fluid flow through cylindrical tubes [24].
Energy conservation
The energy balance equation at each control volume can be written in algebraic form
as
Ti+1 = Ti +
WF 0
:
mf cp;i
(S   UL( Ti   Tamb))x  D
2
i
4

:
mf
( T 0i   Ti)
t
x (4.14)
where the bar over the temperatures designates that the temperature is taken at the
center of the control volume. t is the time step, T 0i is the fluid temperature in the
previous time step, and F’ is the collector efficiency factor given by equation (3.24)
that was previously defined in Chapter 3.
For each control volume of the tube, three equations ((4.11),(4.13) and (4.14)) with
three unknowns (vi+1, pi+1 and Ti+1) are obtained. For known values of the fluid
inlet velocity, pressure and temperature, the corresponding values at the outlet are
calculated. The resolution process is iterative assuming at the beginning guessed out-
let values of the three variables. Then, the heat transfer coefficient hfi is calculated
and the total heat loss coefficient UL is evaluated depending on the heat flows received
from the air gap&TIM and the ventilation channel elements. Finally the outlet ve-
locities, temperatures and pressures are obtained and the process is repeated until
convergence.
4.2.4 Insulation model
The insulation object is linked through its boundary conditions to the ventilation
channel and the absorber objects to receive the heat flow
:
qch and the temperature
Tab, respectively.
The insulation element is solved by means of a one-dimensional model. The transient
energy balance equation is given by
inscpinseins
dTins
dt
= ins
d2T
dz2
(4.15)
The boundary conditions would read for the internal surface interface of the insulation
(air channel side):
 ins dTins
dz
=
:
qch +hrinsi ab(Tinsi   Tab) (4.16)
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For the external boundary condition (ambient side):
 ins dTins
dz
= hwi(Tinse   Tamb) + hrinse gr(Tinse   Tgr) (4.17)
where the ground temperature Tgr is assumed equal to the ambient temperature. The
radiation is treated by a simplified model where hrinsi ab and hrinse gr are the same
coefficients defined by equations (3.47) and (3.50) of the previous chapter.
4.3 General model of the FPC
Numerical simulations are performed by means of the implemented object oriented
code of the FPC. The most critical elements of the solar collector are modeled by a
high level CFD&HT objects (ventilation channel in its closed and opened state and
the air gap&TIM) while the other elements are solved by means of 1D or 2D models
(absorber, insulation and cover). Each of these elements is solved with the boundary
conditions given by its neighbouring elements once per outer iteration of the transient
global algorithm. That is, at each time step, the governing equations of each object are
solved taking the boundary conditions from the linked elements whereas, at the same
instant, the outputs of each element are used as the boundary conditions for their
neighbors. The algorithm used for the resolution of the whole system of equations is
a Gauss-Seidel like algorithm, in which iterations are carried out until convergence is
attained. Then, after updating the variables, the algorithm goes to the next time step.
In figure 4.4, a schematic of the implemented modular FPC methodology is shown.
The closed/opened channel and the air gap&TIM are solved by means of the high
level model (3D simulation) using 32/64 and 63 parallel CPUs, respectively. The
other components (absorber, cover and insulation) are solved by the fast calculation
models (1 CPU). The simulation of the whole collector is done by means of 96 CPUs
in case of the closed channel and 128 parallel CPUs in case of the opened channel.
4.4 Numerical solutions validation
The CFD code used for modeling the air gap&TIM and the ventilation channel ob-
jects described in previous section has been widely verified and validated using direct
numerical simulations results and experimental data from the scientific research bib-
liography (e.g. [25–28]).
In this section a validation of the numerical solution for the case of large closed cavities
has been done. As the aspect ratio of the ventilation channel of the studied collector
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of the modular FPC methodology.
is 66, two works were found in the literature that treated large cavities with aspect
ratios 28.6 and 80 and were used for the validation.
Case of aspect ratio 28.6
The numerical code is validated first with the experimental results reported by Dafa’alla
and Betts [29] for a vertical cavity of aspect ratio 28.6 and Rayleigh 1:921010 (based
on the height of the cavity). The air layer enclosed within the rectangular cavity is
heated and cooled with isothermal hot and cold vertical walls with Th = 34C and
Tc = 15
C. The horizontal walls are insulated (zero heat flux boundary conditions at
horizontal surfaces). For selecting the optimal mesh, different meshes were tested in
order to obtain a solution which accurately describes the fluid flow and heat transfer
phenomena. The mesh Nx  Ny  Nz = 500  20  16 was found to yield a good
compromise between accuracy and computational time. In order to capture the flow
structures near the boundary layer, this mesh has been refined near the isothermal
walls. Comparisons of the temperatures and the velocities along the vertical and hor-
izontal lines through geometric center of the cavity are presented in figure 4.5 where
a good agreement can be seen with the experimental results.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison between numerical and experimental results [29] for
vertical closed cavity with aspect ratio 28.6.
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Figure 4.6: Average Nusselt numbers calculated at the hot wall as a function of
Rayleigh number for vertical closed cavity with aspect ratio 80.
Case of aspect ratio 80
In a second step the validation is done using a vertical differential heated cavity with
an aspect ratio 80 using the results of Yin et al. [30]. This problem is among the few
cases found in the literature dealing with very high aspect ratio. The used mesh has
size of 1000  20  16 and was refined near the isothermal walls. In figure 4.6 the
results of Nusselt vs Rayleigh numbers are compared with the results of Yin et al. [30].
As can be seen, that the convective Nusselt number fits closely to the experimental
results reported by Yin et al. [30] in almost all the ranges of Ra. In this problem, the
low values of the Nusselt number indicate that the regime is laminar.
For the case of the specific geometries of the ventilation channel and the air gap&TIM,
no validation nor mesh verification has been done for scarce of literature research. For
the opened channel, the same mesh as suited for the closed channel has been used.
4.5 Experimental validation of the collector model
Experimental results obtained during the indoor test described in the previous chap-
ters are used to validate the numerical model. The validation is done for the heat loss
test with active actuating door. This test is used for the validation because the indoor
conditions are better controlled during the test (i.e. constant ambient temperature,
no solar radiation and zero wind velocity). Moreover, the absence of solar radiation
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that may induce optical errors in the model is more convenient for the validation of
the CFD model.
Ambient and inlet fluid temperatures together with the fluid mass flow rate measured
during the experiments are used as input parameters to the general model.
The heat losses are computed and compared to the indoor tests in figure 4.7 where
heat losses variation in terms of temperature difference between the thermal fluid
and the ambient (Tfi   Tamb) are shown. The numerical results obtained with the
fast calculation model described in chapter 3 are also shown in the figure. It can
be seen that heat losses prediction agree well with the experimental values. The
CFD model yields an average deviation of no more than 2% within experimental
uncertainty showing an improvement respecting the fast calculation model results
that has a discrepancy of about 4.8% as aforementioned in section 3.4.1.
4.6 CFD simulation results
The simulation results of the heat transfer and fluid dynamics in the ventilation
channel (closed and opened states) and the air gap&TIM are presented in this section.
The presented results are preliminary and correspond to the four different inlet water
temperatures Tfi =30, 60, 90 and 120 C at which the collector was tested. For the
first three cases, the channel operated at its closed position, while in the last case the
channel was opened.
4.6.1 Results for the closed channel
The used mesh for the simulation of the closed ventilation channel is structured with
0.34 Million total number of nodes (21400  16 planes; see figure 4.8). This mesh is
selected taking into account the cases studied in the validation of section 4.4. Hy-
perbolic concentration near the top (absorber plate) and the bottom (insulation)
boundaries was applied because the temperature gradient in that region is important.
The simulation is performed with 32 parallel CPUs.
The CFD simulation results are presented in figures 4.9 and 4.10 as temperature and
velocity maps, respectively (a close-up of the left, center and right sides of the chan-
nel are also shown at the top of each map). For Tfi = 30C, the heat is principally
transferred by conduction mode of heat transfer and the fluid motion is very weak.
For the cases Tfi = 60C and Tfi = 90C, a different behavior can be seen. The
temperature difference between top and bottom boundaries is higher and the fluid
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between numerical and experimental heat losses of the
collector.
Figure 4.8: 3D view of the mesh used for the closed channel.
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(a) Tfi = 303:15K (30C)
(b) Tfi = 333:15K (60C)
(c) Tfi = 363:15K (90C)
Figure 4.9: Instantaneous temperature maps for the closed channel at dierent
inlet uid temperatures (rotated 41 clockwise). A close-up of the left, center and
right sides of the channel are also shown at the top of each map.
motion within the channel is more important. The flow pattern is characterized by
multiple convection rolls at the center and larger convection rolls at the edges of the
channel.
The temperatures and the velocities along the vertical center-line of the channel are
plotted in figure 4.11. It can be seen that the higher is the fluid temperature Tfi,
the higher is the velocity magnitude in the channel and the higher is the tempera-
ture gradient from the absorber plate to the insulation surface. At Tfi = 30C, the
velocities magnitude is small indicating that the air movement in the channel is very
low and the heat transfer is governed by conduction (lineal temperature profile). For
Tfi = 60
C and 90C the convection mode is more important and the air flow is
higher.
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(a) Tfi = 303:15K (30C)
(b) Tfi = 333:15K (60C)
(c) Tfi = 363:15K (90C)
Figure 4.10: Instantaneous velocity maps for the closed channel at dierent inlet
uid temperatures (rotated 41 clockwise). A close-up of the left, center and right
sides of the channel are also shown at the top of each map.
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The average Nusselt number at the hot wall of the channel is also calculated for the
three operating temperatures. The results are shown in figure 4.12 and are compared
to the experimental data of Elsherbiny [4] for aspect ratios 20 and 80 and for inclina-
tion angle of 45. It can be seen that the calculated average Nusselt numbers are in
the same order of magnitude as the experimental values. The difference can be due
to the difference in the inclination angle (41) and the aspect ratio of the channel (in
the present work A = 66 based on the inter-plate spacing) as well as to the geometry
of the channel that has an elbow at the upper part. It can be observed that for
Tfi = 30
C, the corresponding Rayleigh is 104 and the Nusselt number is 1.1 which
implies a conduction heat transfer. By increasing Tfi to 60 and 90 C, the Rayleigh
number passes to 3:8  104 and 4:7  104; the Nusselt number increases to 1.59 and
2.17, respectively.
4.6.2 Results for the opened channel
The simulation for the case when the channel is opened is performed for Tfi = 120C.
In this temperature range, the outlet channel door is actuated by the SMA spring
driving the channel to its opened state.
The used mesh for the simulation of the opened ventilation channel is shown in figure
4.13 and it has a total number of nodes 1 Million (58360 16 planes). At the interior
of the channel, the same mesh size as for the closed channel was used. At the ambient
zone, the mesh was suited such as to capture the flow structures near the outlet of
the channel. A total of 64 parallel CPUs were used for the simulation of the opened
channel.
Figure 4.14 depicts the transient evolution of the fluid flow in the ventilation chan-
nel where the instantaneous temperature and velocity maps at different instants of
the simulation are shown. At the beginning of the cooling-down process, the outlet
channel door is opened and the hot air is driven passively to the outside due to a
temperature induced density gradient between the inside (about 100   120C) and
the outside (the ambient temperature 20C). The flow inside the channel is laminar
while it is turbulent near the outlet of the channel around the jet. The hot air driven
to the outside is replaced by cold air entering from the inlet door. The channel tem-
perature starts to decrease allowing to cool down the absorber, and thus the whole
collector, preventing the whole system from reaching stagnation conditions.
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the closed channel for di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Figure 4.13: 3D view of the mesh used for the opened channel.
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(a) Temperature (b) Velocity
Figure 4.14: Instantaneous temperature and velocity maps for the opened chan-
nel at the dierent instants t=0.64, 2.89, 4.33 and 9.76 seconds (rotated 41 clock-
wise). A close-up of the left, center and right sides of the channel are also shown
at the top of each map.
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Figure 4.15: 3D view of the mesh used for the air gap&TIM.
4.6.3 Results for the air gap&TIM
The used grid for the simulation of the air gap&TIM is shown in figure 4.15 and it
has 2 Millions total number of nodes (120000  16 planes). This mesh was suited
such as to capture the flow structures in the TIM cells and the air gap. The mesh
has hyperbolic concentration near the top and bottom boundaries (near the absorber
plate and the cover) and near the interface between the TIM and the air gap. For the
simulation of the air gap&TIM, 63 parallel CPUs were used.
The CFD simulation results for the air gap&TIM are presented in figures 4.16 and
4.17 as temperature and velocity maps, respectively. A close-up of the temperature
and velocity maps at the center of the air gap&TIM is also shown in figure 4.18.
For the first inlet temperature Tfi = 30C, the temperature map shows that con-
duction is the dominant mode of heat transfer. An air recirculation can be seen in
the air gap region where the hot air rises to the upper part of the collector due to
a temperature induced density gradient and then go down. In the return path, the
air shocks with the walls of the TIM creating small vortexes. In the TIM cells a
periodic recirculation of the air trapped in the cells can be seen. This recirculation
occurs in the direction perpendicular to that observed in the air gap with a velocity
magnitude about four times smaller than that in the air gap (see figure 4.19). This
result is predictable because the function of the TIM is to reduce the convective heat
losses from the absorber to the glass cover. The hot air remains trapped in the air
gap, contributing to reduce the heat losses from the absorber and thus increasing the
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(a) Tfi = 303:15K (30C)
(b) Tfi = 333:15K (60C)
(c) Tfi = 363:15K (90C)
(d) Tfi = 393:15K (120C)
Figure 4.16: Instantaneous temperature maps for the air gap&TIM for dierent
inlet uid temperatures (rotated 41 clockwise).
global efficiency of the collector.
For the second inlet temperature Tfi = 60C, the flow in the air gap starts to be
unstable with high temperature of the air near the absorber plate and lower tempera-
ture near the glass cover. Convection mode of heat transfer becomes more important
and more air recirculations are seen in the air gap region as well as in the TIM cells.
For the inlet temperatures Tfi =90 and 120 C, the temperature difference between
the absorber plate and the glass cover is higher than the precedent cases, inducing
more important convection motion of the air. A decay of the air temperature is ob-
served in the direction toward the glass cover due to the effect of the TIM layer.
The TIM layer allows to reduce the convection losses from the top of the FPC by
restricting the air flow to the air gap.
The temperature and velocity profiles along the center-line of the air gap&TIM cavity
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(a) Tfi = 303:15K (30C)
(b) Tfi = 333:15K (60C)
(c) Tfi = 363:15K (90C)
(d) Tfi = 393:15K (120C)
Figure 4.17: Instantaneous velocity maps for the air gap&TIM for dierent inlet
uid temperatures (rotated 41 clockwise).
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(a) Tfi = 303:15K (30C) (b) Tfi = 333:15K (60C)
(c) Tfi = 363:15K (90C) (d) Tfi = 393:15K (120C)
Figure 4.18: A close-up of the temperature and velocity maps at the center of
the air gap&TIM.
are also presented in figure 4.19. It can be seen that the velocity values present a
decay in the direction from the absorber toward the glass cover which is produced
by the effect of the TIM layer. The velocity magnitude in the air gap layer is higher
than that in the TIM cells. The higher is the fluid temperature Tfi, the higher is the
velocity magnitude, and the higher is the heat transfer.
An important temperature gradient near the absorber plate (Y=0) exists and a less
important gradient near the glass cover can be seen. The temperature present a linear
profile for Tfi = 30C and Tfi = 60C indicating conduction heat transfer regime.
For higher Tfi = 90 and Tfi = 1200C, the temperature profile is no more linear
indicating the importance of convection.
The velocity profile in the x direction, u, (shown in figure 4.19b) presents very low
values at the TIM layer, while important velocities in the air gap can be seen. Higher
values of u are observed for higher operating temperatures of the collector.
The velocity profile in the y direction, v (shown in figure 4.19c) approaches zero for
Tfi = 30
C indicating that no air motion is present in the direction from the absorber
to the cover. The higher is Tfi the higher are the values of the v. This indicates that
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for higher operating temperatures of the collector, the heat transport by convection
is more important.
These results may suggest that the TIM height of 40 mm used in the experimental
prototype is not sufficient to minimize the convection losses. The height of 80 mm
found for the proposed optimal collector of the section 3.5 of chapter 3 should be
more appropriated. Moreover, the conduction model used for the TIM in chapter 3
should be reconsidered.
4.7 Conclusions
The objective of this chapter is the implementation of a high level modular object-
oriented numerical code for the transient simulation of a FPC with TIM and ven-
tilation channel. The presented numerical tool, based on a parallel infrastructure,
integrates three dimensional CFD&HT models for the critical elements of the studied
FPC (ventilation channel and air gap &TIM). The model presented in this chapter is
a results of an ongoing research line and the simulation results given are preliminary
and need further investigation and validation process.
The numerical solutions have been firstly validated using experimental data on nat-
ural convection in large cavities that were found in the scientific literature. Then,
the global model of the collector is validated by comparison of the numerical results
with experiments which showed a reasonable agreement (mean deviation of 2% within
experimental uncertainty).
The fully resolution of the Navier-Stokes and the energy equations at the ventilation
channel (closed and opened) and the air gap &TIM has allowed to study the convec-
tion heat transfer for different operating temperatures of the FPC.
For the closed channel, it has been shown that at low operation temperatures of the
solar collector, the heat is principally transferred by conduction mode. For higher
operation temperatures the convection is important and presents a flow pattern char-
acterized by multiple convection rolls. The calculated average Nusselt numbers at the
hot wall of the closed channel were compared to the experimental data of Elsherbiny [4]
and are in the same order of magnitude as the experimental values.
For the opened channel, the transient evolution of the fluid flow in the ventilation
channel has been presented. It was shown that the flow inside the channel is laminar
while it is turbulent near the outlet of the channel around the jet.
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Figure 4.19: Temperature and velocities proles along the center-line of the air
gap&TIM cavity.
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Regarding the air gap&TIM, it has been shown that at low operation temperatures of
the solar collector, conduction is the dominant mode of heat transfer which confirm
the assumption done in chapter 3. For higher operation temperatures, convection
mode of heat transfer becomes more important and more air recirculations are seen
in the air gap region as well as in the TIM cells. It has also been shown that the
convection regime in the air gap&TIM is laminar. The results revealed from this
study suggest that the TIM height of 40 mm used in the experimental prototype is
not sufficient to minimize the convection losses. The height of 80 mm found for the
proposed optimal collector of the section 3.5 of chapter 3 should be better appropri-
ated and need to be further investigated.
Finally, CFD modeling can offer the possibility to develop new correlations for the
so specific geometry of the present ventilation channel and the air gap&TIM. To do
this, further mesh verifications are needed in order to select the optimal mesh, so
that to obtain a solution which accurately describes the fluid flow and heat transfer
phenomena.
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Chapter 5
Three dimensional numerical
simulation of combined
conduction and radiation in
honeycomb tranparent
insulation
Abstract. In this chapter, a three dimensional heat transfer analysis of honeycomb
Transparent Insulation Materials (TIM) destined for improving the efficiency of flat plate
solar collectors is performed. The cellular and repetitive nature of the TIM structure has
allowed simplify the problem and simulate a single isolated cell with opaque and adiabatic
walls. The combined heat transfer by radiation and conduction across the isolated cell
is treated by means of the solution of the energy equation in its three dimensional form
which is coupled to the Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE). The Finite Volume Method
is used for the resolution of the RTE. The numerical results are compared to experimental
measurements of the heat transfer coefficient on various honeycomb TIM given by different
authors in the literature showing a reasonable agreement. Finally, a parametric study is
conducted in order to investigate the effect of the variation of the most relevant optical and
dimensional parameters of the TIM on the heat transfer.
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5.1 Introduction
Transparent Insulation Materials (TIM) represent a class of thermal insulation that
offer two major advantages: solar transparency and good thermal insulation. The
applications of TIM spread throughout the wide field of passive solar thermal sys-
tems including building facades, space heating and day-lighting systems, integrated
collector storage for domestic hot water supply, improved flat plate collectors (FPC).
occurring The use of honeycomb TIM in solar collectors was pointed out first by
Francia [1] who used TIM made of glass tubes to reduce the thermal losses from the
upper part of a FPC. Since the 1980s, TIM have received increasing attention with
the intention of improving the efficiency of different solar thermal systems [2–14].
TIM have also been used in many studies with the aim of developing high efficiency
FPC [15–20]. In the majority of these works, TIM were made of glass capillary tubes
due to their good resistance to high temperatures. However, they need to be embed-
ded in a double glazing unit for mechanical purposes leading to a significant increase
in both the weight and manufacturing cost of the FPC. Plastic TIM were also pro-
posed for FPC [18,21–23] due to their lower cost and weight. The main drawback of
plastic TIM is their limitation for resisting the high stagnation temperature that this
type of FPC could reach, especially in hot summer periods. Recently, Kessentini et
al. [24] used plastic TIM as a cover for a FPC with an overheating protection system
for protecting the TIM from stagnation conditions. The presented results showed
the ability to make the FPC with TIM a commercial product destined for industrial
applications that need heat at low-to-medium temperature level such as in food and
textile industry, solar drying of wood, crops and fruits, or in solar cooling and air
conditioning systems. FPC with plastic TIM using heat pipe as passive overheating
protection system have been also recently introduced to the market showing good
thermal performances [25,26]. Moreover, Giovanetti et al. [27] presented new types of
cellulose triacetate honeycomb TIM also destined for the use in improved FPC. These
recent interests of using plastic TIM in FPC with overheating protection systems have
generated the interest in performing the present study.
In FPC, TIM has been used to reduce convective and radiative heat losses. The TIM
layer reduces the convection losses from the upper part of the FPC since the cells
are generally designed such that its characteristic dimension is smaller than a critical
length determined by the dimensionless Rayleigh number [15]. TIM also allow to sup-
press the thermal radiation losses between the absorber surface and the glazing due
to their semi-transparency to thermal radiation [28]. The third mode of heat transfer
is conduction through the walls and through the air filling. Conduction depends on
the air properties and the type of the material of the TIM. In general, the solid part
contribution to the heat conduction is quite low and may be neglected due to the
low density of the TIM [28]. From an optical viewpoint, the solar transmission losses
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through the glazing system are reduced thanks to the high transparency of the TIM
to solar radiation.
The principle of convection suppression was treated first by Hollands [29] who showed
that the natural convection losses can be suppressed by using small-celled honeycombs
with hydraulic cell diameters of few millimeters. Cane et al. [30] studied experimen-
tally the free convection across square-celled honeycomb and found that the heat
transfer associated with the base flow was of only moderate importance at angles near
horizontal, but of considerable consequence for angles near the vertical. They also
developed a correlation for the Nusselt number as function of the Rayleigh number,
the aspect ratio and the inclination angle. Smart et al. [31] studied experimentally
the free convection heat transfer across rectangular-celled diathermanous honeycomb
and also developed correlations for the Nusselt number as function of the Rayleigh
for different inclinations and aspect ratios of the TIM layer. Asako et al. [32] studied
numerically, with a three dimensional model, the natural convection in an inclined
air slot with hexagonal honeycomb core and pointed out that the average Nusselt
number for a honeycomb with aspect ratio 4 is less than 1.14 indicating that the heat
is basically transferred by conduction. Platzer [15] showed also that when the honey-
comb cell aspect ratio is large enough and if at least one of the ends of the honeycomb
cells is closed to prevent inter-cell convection rolls, the convection could be suppressed.
The first analysis of the complete heat transport in a solar collector [29,33] with hon-
eycomb TIM ignored the coupling between radiation and conduction. They used a
decoupled mode analysis where the total heat transfer was calculated as the sum of a
purely conductive transfer and a purely radiative transfer. Then, Hollands et al. [34]
demonstrated that this solution underestimates the overall heat transfer, especially if
low-emitting surfaces were present.
Only few studies examined the coupled radiative and conductive problem across hon-
eycomb materials numerically. One of the most complete works is that of Hollands et
al. [34] who studied experimentally and numerically, with a one dimensional model,
the total heat transfer across honeycomb panel. Arulanantham and Kaushika [35]
also studied the coupled radiative and conductive heat transfer across the TIM by
means of one-dimensional heat transfer using an exponential kernel approximation.
Schweiger [20,36] used the Monte Carlo Method to simulate the problem of the coupled
radiation and conduction in the honeycomb TIM. The major problem of this method is
the high computational resources needed for the simulation. More recently, Coquard
et al. [37] implemented a one dimensional numerical model using the Discrete Ordi-
nates Method for solving the coupled conduction and radiation heat transfer across
opaque honeycomb structures with diffuse walls destined for the reduction of the air-
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planes weight. They evaluated The equivalent absorption and scattering coefficients
of the honeycomb were calculated with a ray-tracing method as a pre-processing.
To the knowledge of the authors, the present work represents the first three-dimensional
numerical analysis of the combined heat transfer by conduction and radiation across
honeycomb TIM. Detailed modeling based on multidimensional resolution of the en-
ergy equations is important due to its ability to describe the thermal behavior of the
TIM without having to recourse to important simplifications. The detailed model
of the TIM consists on the resolution of the energy equation that is coupled to the
RTE. The RTE is solved numerically by the Finite Volume Method (FVM). The de-
tails of the mathematical model are introduced in the first part of the article. Then,
the numerical results are presented and validated with experiments given by different
authors in the literature. The numerical model is finally used to conduct a series of
parametric studies with the objective to evaluate the impact of the most important
parameters on the heat transfer present in the TIM.
5.2 Governing equations
The TIM studied in this paper has a honeycomb structure consisting of a cellular
array of repetitive nature (see Fig. 5.1a). This specific structure allows to analyze
every cell separately. The heat transfer by convection through the cells is assumed
to be small enough to be neglected. As the TIM walls are very thin, it is assumed
that they have zero thickness and that the heat conduction through them is negli-
gible. The medium that fills the cells is air and is considered transparent to radiation.
In Figure 5.1b it is depicted the radiation behavior in two adjacent cells: any incident
ray, if is not parallel to one of the cell walls, hits the walls of the honeycomb, where it
can be absorbed transmitted or reflected. For every ray (R1) that hits the TIM walls,
that it is either transmitted or reflected by the cell wall with transmissivity w and
reflectivity w respectively, there is another incoming ray (R2) that penetrates from
the adjacent cell that travels along the direction into which a perfect mirror would
have reflected the original arising ray (R1). Taking this into account, it is considered
a single isolated cell with opaque and adiabatic walls having a fictitious reflectivity
equal to the sum of the reflectivity and transmissivity of the wall itself.
Depending on the optical characteristics of the TIM walls, they are treated as diffuse
or/and specular. If the wall surface is rough, scattering is strong and the diffuse model
is used and in case of a smooth surface, the specular model is more appropriated. The
coefficient fs is used to designate the fraction of the walls’s reflectivity which is spec-
ular fs = sw=(sw + dw). The coefficient fs takes values between 0 and 1, where 0
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Figure 5.1: (a) Honeycomb structure [38] (b) Sketch of two adjacent cells, ray
treatment.
is obtained for purely diffuse walls and 1 if the reflection is purely specular. When
the reflection is specular or partially specular, the radiation intensities that leave any
surface are functions not only on surface location but also on incoming ray direction,
and the analysis becomes more complicated (more computational time is needed).
The combined radiation and conduction heat transfer across the isolated cell is treated
by means of solving the energy equation (5.1) assuming constant conductivity of the
gas filling and neglecting the convection heat transfer.
 r2T +r :qR= 0 (5.1)
Where  is the conductivity and
:
qR is the radiative heat flux. The divergence of the
radiative heat flux r :qR is expressed as
r :qR= (4Ib  G) (5.2)
where G is the incident radiation given by
G =
Z
4
I(~si)d
i (5.3)
which is related to the RTE equation (5.4) for grey medium
dI
ds
= ~s:rI = Ib   I + s
4
Z
4
I(~si)(~si; ~s)d
i (5.4)
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Eq. (5.4) is written in a more compact form for resolution purposes as
dI
ds
=  I + S (5.5)
where S is the source function expressed as
S = Ib +
s
4
Z
4
I(~si)(~si; ~s)d
i (5.6)
If the medium is considered transparent ( = 0 and s = 0), Eq. (5.5) reduces to:
dI
ds
= 0 (5.7)
Boundary conditions
The RTE equation is a first order differential equation in intensity (for a fixed direc-
tion ~s). As such, the equation requires the knowledge of the radiative intensity at a
single point in space, into the direction ~s.
For diffusely emitting and diffusely and/or specularely reflecting opaque surfaces, the
boundary condition for the intensity of radiation takes the form
I(~s) = Ib +
d

Z
~n:~si<0
I(~s0) j ~n  ~s0 j d
0 + sI(~ss) (5.8)
where s is the specular reflectivity, d is the diffuse reflectivity, ~ss is the specular
direction. The specular direction is the direction from which a ray hits the surface and
is specularely reflected into the direction ~s. ~n  ~s0 is the cosine of the angle between
any incoming direction ~s0 and the normal to the surface. Therefore, the outgoing
intensity is not generally known explicitly, but is related to the incoming intensity.
The corresponding boundary conditions for the energy equation in the present case
are
 At the isothermal walls
T = Tho at y = 0
T = Tco at y = LTIM (5.9)
 At the TIM walls
 rT+ :qR= 0 (5.10)
Where
:
qR is the radiative heat flux onto the surface and is calculated as
:
qR ~n =
Z
4
I(~n  ~s)d
 (5.11)
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Figure 5.2: Schematics of a control volume and control angle.
5.3 Numerical method
5.3.1 The Finite Volume Method for the RTE
Among solution methods for solving the RTE, the Finite Volume Method (FVM)
has been used due to its capability to solve the RTE in multidimensional emitting,
absorbing and scattering media (for details of this method see [39, 40]). The FVM
ensures radiative energy conservation and uses moderate computational resources for
this type of problems. Besides, it permits to capture the collimated directions without
any constraint and allows to model specular reflection boundaries due to its symmet-
ric angular discretization. It can be applied with the same computational grids as
those used to compute fluid flow and convective or conductive heat transfer.
In the FVM, space within the interior of the domain of interest is subdivided into
discrete non-overlapping volumes and a single node is located centrally within each
volume. Since direction is also an independent variable, the angular space (4) is
subdivided into Mw discrete solid angles. The objective of the FVM is to find I lp, the
intensity at each node P associated with each discrete solid angle 
l.
To discretize Eq. (3.53), the control volumes (CV) depicted in Fig. 5.2a and the
control angles shown in Fig. 5.2b are used. The control angle is defined by polar
angle  and azimuthal angle '.
Integrating Eq. (3.53) over a typical three-dimensional V and 
, the following
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equation is obtainedX
i
I liAi
Z

l
(~sl  ~ni)d
l = ( lmI l + Slm)v
l (5.12)
where Slm is the modified source function and lm is the modified extinction coefficient
(for more details, see [41]).
By adopting an upwind spatial differencing scheme to relate the control volume face
intensities to the nodal values, the final discretization equation that relates the nodal
intensity with the intensities of the faces takes the form
I lP =
yzDlcxI
l
w +xzD
l
cyI
l
s +xyD
l
czI
l
b + (S
l
m)Pv

l
yzDlcx +xzD
l
cy +xyD
l
cz + (
l
m)Pv

l
(5.13)
Where Dlcx, Dlcy, Dlcz, are coefficients that depend on the discrete direction l
Dlcx =
Z
d
l
(~sl: ~nx)d

l; Dlcy =
Z
d
l
(~sl: ~ny)d

l; Dlcz =
Z
d
l
(~sl: ~nz)d

l (5.14)
The resolution of Eq. (5.13) is performed by means of a direct solver [42] to yield the
intensity of radiation in every node of the domain and in every discrete direction.
5.3.2 Numerical resolution
The numerical simulations were done using the CFD&HT code Termofluids [43] which
is a three dimensional and unstructured parallel object oriented CFD code. The cou-
pling of radiation and convection has been validated in previous scientific research [44].
The energy equation is discretized using the finite volume technique and the spatial
discretization is carried out using uniform Cartesian grids. The coupled conduction
and radiation is solved through the following algorithm: firstly the temperature and
the intensity maps are initialized; secondly, the energy equation (5.1) is solved to yield
the temperature map. Then, the resolution of the RTE equation (3.53) is performed
to obtain the intensity map and to calculate the divergence of the radiative heat
fluxes (Eq. (5.2)) and set the new boundary conditions (Eqs. (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10)).
The process is repeated until convergence of temperatures and radiative heat fluxes is
achieved. The convergence of the global iterative procedure is truncated once relative
residuals are below 10 10.
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Figure 5.3: Nondimensional temperature distribution for combined radiation and
conduction across a gray slab of optical thickness L = 1.
5.4 Validation
First, the coupling of radiation and conduction is validated with the case of an
absorbing-emitting medium contained between two large, parallel isothermal, black
plates at temperatures Th and Tc = 0:5T1. This case was reported by Modest [45]
and an exact formulation of this problem was given. This case was reproduced using
the FVM for two different conduction-to-radiation parameter N=0.1 and 0.01. The
numerical results computed using a mesh size of 40 control volumes and 10 12 con-
trol angles are presented in figure 5.3 as temperature distribution across the gray slab
of optical thickness L = 1. The exact formulation of Modest is also shown in the
figure where a good agreement can be seen.
The validation of the numerical results was then carried out by comparison with
experimental results given by Hollands et al. [34]. In this work, the heat transfer
measurements on TIM made of hexagonal polyester honeycomb cells were presented.
A summary of the characteristics of the studied honeycomb is shown in Table 5.1.
Different combinations of the hot and the cold bounding plates emissivities are used
(BB:black/black, SB: selective/black and SS: selective/selective) where B refers to
 = 0:88  0:01 (for black painted surface) and S refers to  = 0:065  0:01 (for
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Table 5.1: Characteristics of the studied honeycomb TIM [34]
Characteristics Designation Value
Cell wall thickness (mm) dw 0:082 0:002
Cell equivalent diameter (mm) DTIM 10:6 0:2
Cell length (mm) LTIM 25:4; 50:4 and 101:9 0:1
Aspect ratio A = LTIM=DTIM A = 2:4; 4:75 and 9:61
Hot plate temperature (K) Tho 306
Cold plate temperature (K) Tco 298
Wall emissivity w 0:43 0:02
polished copper surface). In the case of plates with different emissivities (SB), low
emissivity at the hot wall is adopted. In the experiments, the hot plate was placed at
the bottom and the cold wall at the top while the honeycomb walls were oriented in
vertical position.
The reflectivities of the hot and cold plates are purely diffuse (fs = 0) with d = 1 .
The TIM walls have an emissivity of w = 0:43 and their reflection is assumed as purely
specular (fs = 1) as proposed by Hollands et al. [34].
The hexagonal geometry of the honeycomb is approximated by a three dimensional
quadratic geometry (see figure 5.4) with an equivalent diameter DTIM =
p
4STIM=
that was determined experimentally by Hollands et al. [34].
The overall heat coefficient ht leaving the hot plate is calculated as the sum of the
conductive hc and the radiative hr heat transfer coefficients and is given by
ht = hc + hr =
:
qc
Tho   Tco +
:
qr
Tho   Tco (5.15)
In figure 5.5, the computed results are compared to the experimental values given by
Hollands et al. [34] that were measured within an experimental error of(0:01Wm 2K 1+
1%). The computations for the honeycombs of aspect ratios A=2.4, 4.75 and 9.61 has
been performed using the meshes (NxNyNz)(NN') = (202040)(68),
(20 20 80) (6 8) and (20 20 120) (6 8), respectively. These meshes has
been chosen as a compromise between CPU time and precision.
It can be seen that the numerical results obtained using the FVM present a reasonable
agreement with the experimental measurements in general. Part of the discrepancy
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Figure 5.4: Sketch of the honeycomb cell.
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Figure 5.5: Overall heat coecient, ht, calculated vs measured [34] at the
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between numerical and experimental results may be attributed to numerical errors
produced by the FVM known as false scattering [46, 47]. False scattering is a non-
physical phenomenon arising from the spatial discretization. In multidimensional
computations, it appears when a ray is not aligned with the spatial grid lines and
it smears the radiative intensity field. For the BB and SS cases, the radiation heat
transfer outgoing from both bounding plates is of the same order of magnitude. In
that cases, the numerical smearing produced by false scattering exists in both vertical
directions and they have opposite effects which compensate the total numerical error.
In the SB case where there is a non-symmetry in the emissivities, the false scattering
is more important in the direction from the top to the bottom plate and the total
error is no longer compensated. This explains why the discrepancy is slightly higher
for the SB case.
Although the FVM can lead to some numerical errors, the discrepancy may also be
due to the experimental errors in the measurement of the heat transfer coefficients,
the material optical properties or the honeycomb dimensions. A sensitivity analysis
has been done in order to check how dependent is the calculated overall heat coeffi-
cient on the variability and uncertainty in the parameters w, h/c, DTIM and LTIM .
This effect has been investigated by computing the overall heat coefficient fixing each
parameter to the two limiting values of the corresponding uncertainty interval given
by Hollands et al. [34] while maintaining the others as the average value. For each
varied parameter, the relative discrepancy  between the computed heat transfer co-
efficients is calculated. The results are presented in table 5.2 where it can be seen that
the uncertainty in each one of these parameters entails a different error between the
calculated values. The uncertainty in the walls and the bounding plates emissivities
have the most significant effect on the computed values of ht, while the variability in
the cell dimensions has less effect. Thus, at least part of the discrepancy between the
numerical and experimental results can be due to measurement errors.
Moreover, the approximation of the hexagonal geometry of the honeycomb structures
by a quadratic geometry and the assumption of purely specular reflection of the hon-
eycomb walls and purely diffuse reflection of the bounding plates may also entail
additional errors.
The numerical method has been also validated with the experimental results of
Suehrcke et al. [22]. In this work, the measurement of heat transfer coefficient across
cellulose acetate honeycomb transparent insulation was performed. The studied hon-
eycomb has an aspect ratio of A = 3:33 with walls emissivity w = 0:65 and fs = 1.
The bounding plates have emissivities c = h = 0:92 with fs = 0 and temperatures
Th = 51:1
C and Tc = 26:4C. The heat transfer coefficient measured by Suehrcke
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Table 5.2: Sensitivity analysis for honeycomb with A = 2:4 of Hollands et al. [34]
Varied parameter w  LTIM DTIM ht 
- 0.43 0.88 25.4 10.6 4.30 -
0.45 0.88 25.4 10.6 4.24
w 0:02 0.41 0.88 25.4 10.6 4.36 2.75%
0.43 0.89 25.4 10.6 4.33
 0:01 0.43 0.87 25.4 10.6 4.27 1.38%
0.43 0.88 25.5 10.6 4.29
LTIM 0:1 0.43 0.88 25.3 10.6 4.31 0.46%
0.43 0.88 25.4 10.8 4.32
DTIM 0:2 0.43 0.88 25.4 10.4 4.28 0.92%
et al. [22] was 3:51  0:2Wm 2K 1 and our predicted values computed using the
specular wall model and a mesh of size (20  20  60)  (6  8) is 3.65 Wm 2K 1
showing a good agreement. This confirms the accuracy of our numerical model.
5.5 Results
5.5.1 Results analysis
The numerical results obtained for the nine studied cases of Hollands et al. [34] with
the bounding emissivities (BB, SB and SS) and the aspect ratios of the TIM (2.4,
4.75 and 9.61) are presented in Fig. 5.6. In each case, the conductive, radiative and
total heat losses at the center-line axis of the hot plate are shown. The computations
have been performed using the same meshes described in the previous section.
It can be seen that when the aspect ratio of the TIM increases, the radiative and the
conductive heat losses decrease, meaning that the total heat losses from the absorber
are reduced allowing to increase the efficiency of the solar collector. It is also shown
that when a selective surface of the absorber is used, the heat losses by radiation
are greatly reduced. The heat is consequently transferred principally by conduction.
Despite the increase in the conductive heat transfer coefficients, the total heat losses
significantly decrease compared with the BB case (about 50% lower). This shows that
using a selective surface of the absorber plate allows to reduce the heat losses from
the solar collector.
For the three studied aspect ratios, it can be seen that by changing the bounding
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plates emissivities there is a variation in the conduction heat transfer profile. The
conductive heat losses are maximum for the SB case and minimum for BB case. This
is due to the fact that the two modes of heat transfer are coupled. If they were
decoupled, a constant profile of the heat conduction coefficient would be expected
because the bounding plates temperatures are fixed. The coupling for a given aspect
ratio can be understood from equation (5.10) where heat energy balance is performed
at the adiabatic walls of the TIM. By varying the emissivities, the emitted radiation
from the bounding plates to the walls varies which affect the second term of equation
(5.10). As temperatures and radiative heat fluxes are coupled, the temperature of
the walls changes. Consequently the air temperature is also changed due to the heat
conduction received from the hot TIM walls. This entails a change in the conduction
heat transfer coefficient profile near the TIM walls which can be seen in Fig. 5.6.
In figure 5.7 are presented the temperature isotherms at the honeycomb cells for the
three aspect ratios with SB bounding plates. This would represent the case of a typ-
ical FPC with a selective absorber and conventional glass cover. As can be seen, the
temperatures at the xz horizontal planes present a convex profile near the bounding
plates which is due to the effect produced by surface radiation from the hot and cold
plates. This temperature profile explains the change in the heat transfer coefficient
curve near the TIM walls of figure 5.6. Getting closer to the center of the cavity,
the temperature profile becomes flatter and the effect of the surface radiation is less
important especially when the TIM aspect ratio is higher.
In figure 5.8 are presented the temperature profiles at the center-line of the TIM cavity
for the three studied TIMs with the different aspect ratios. It can be seen that when
a SB combination is used, the temperatures in the cavity are lower than the SS and
BB cases. This is due to a low radiative loss from the hot plate and thus less heat by
radiation received by the TIM walls and consequently less heat transferred from the
walls to the air filling. In the BB and the SS cases, the temperature profiles present
a symmetry with respect to the center of the cavity. For the BB case, the radiation
from both bounding plates is high. This leads to an important heat transfer to the
cell walls and thus resulting to a maximum temperature at the bottom half of the
cavity and a minimum temperature at the upper half of the cavity. On the contrary,
in the SS case the radiation losses are almost negligible and the heat is principally
transferred by conduction through the air. This entails lower temperatures at the
bottom half and higher temperatures at the upper half than those seen for the BB
case.
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Figure 5.6: Conductive, radiative and total heat losses at the center-line axis
of the hot plate for dierent aspect ratios and dierent plates emissivities; top:
A=2.4, middle: A=4.75, bottom: A=9.61; left: BB, center: SB, right: SS.
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Figure 5.7: Temperature isotherms at the three investigated honeycomb cells
with dierent aspect ratios (SB case).
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Figure 5.8: Temperature proles at the center-line of the honeycomb cavities for
dierent aspect ratios.
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Table 5.3: Test cases
Parameter Investigated values
A 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0
w 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
T (K) 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70 80 90 100.0
Tho (K) 308 318 328 338 348 358 368 378 388 398
fs 0.0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 - - - - -
5.5.2 Parametric study
The main objective of this parametric study is to evaluate the effect of the TIM di-
mensions, the TIM optical properties and the thermal boundary conditions on the
TIM heat losses. The investigated parameters are the aspect ratio of the TIM (A), the
wall emissivity (w), the temperature difference between the bounding plates (T ),
the variation of the bounding plates temperature and the type of reflection of the
TIM walls. As the objective is to use the TIM to improve the performance of FPC,
the range of values chosen for these parameters were fixed taking into account real
working conditions from Chapter 3.
Table 5.3 summarizes the different studied cases. Two kinds of absorbers have been
analyzed: a selective absorber plate with an emissivity h = 0:065 and a black painted
absorber plate with an emissivity h = 0:88. For the upper plate, a conventional glass
cover with an emissivity c = 0:88 has been used.
For all the cases defined in Table 5.3, the Nusselt number was calculated with the
correlation of Cane et al. [30], which is given by equation (5.16), for an inclination
angle of 41 that corresponds to the latitude of Barcelona city. This correlation
was obtained by means of experimental measurements for a square-celled honeycomb
panel heated from below. In all cases, the calculated Nusselt numbers were less than
1.22 indicating that the convection can be considered negligible and that the heat is
transferred principally by conduction and radiation.
Nu = 1 + 0:89 cos

   
3
 Ra
2420A4
2:88 1:64 sin 
(5.16)
In figure 5.9 is presented the effect of the cell aspect ratio, A, on the heat transfer
coefficients. The increase in the aspect ratio leads to a decrease in the total heat loss
coefficient. This is mainly due to a decrease in the conduction heat losses in the SB
case and to a decrease in the radiation heat losses in the BB case.
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The variation of the heat transfer coefficients as a function of the emissivity of the
TIM walls is shown in figure 5.10. For the SB case, the heat transfer increases with
increasing the emissivity up to w = 0:2 and then decreases. This change in the ten-
dency of the curve is due to the change of the conduction heat transfer that is the
dominant mode of heat transfer, while the radiation presents a continuous decrease
with the increase of w. For the BB case, the radiation is dominant and presents
a continuous decrease with the increase of w while the conduction presents higher
values at about w = 0:1 and then a smooth decrease up to w = 1. The profile of the
heat transfer shown in figure 5.10 is in agreement with that obtained by Arulanan-
tham and Kaushika [35].
The effect of the variation of the temperature difference between the cold and the hot
plates (T ) is investigated by fixing the cold plate temperature to Tco = 298K and
varying the hot plate temperature. In figure 5.11 it can be seen that the increment of
T shows a rise in the total heat loss coefficient. For the BB case, the radiative heat
transfer coefficient shows an important rise as a result of the increase of T . This is
due to the fact that the radiation of the black body is proportional to the 4th power
of the temperature, as stated by Stefan-Boltzmann’s law.
In figure 5.12 is presented the effect of the variation of the bounding plates temper-
ature while maintaining a constant temperature difference between the cold and the
hot plates T = 10K. The total heat loss coefficient is higher at higher bounding
plates temperatures due principally to a higher conduction heat transfer for the SB
case and to a higher radiation heat transfer for the BB case.
The effect of the TIM walls specularity is investigated by varying the coefficient fs
and the results are shown in figure 5.13. It is shown for the SB case that the higher is
fs, the higher are the heat losses. For the BB case, by increasing fs, the heat losses
slightly decrease until fs = 0:25 and then increase with the increment of the walls
specularity.
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter the heat transfer in honeycomb transparent insulation materials has
been studied. A three dimensional numerical code has been used to simulate the cou-
pled radiation conduction heat transfer across the honeycomb structure. The code
uses an iterative method to solve the energy equation coupled with the RTE. The
energy equation was discretized using the finite volume technique and the RTE was
solved using the FVM.
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Figure 5.9: Conductive, radiative and total heat transfer coecients as a function
of the cell aspect ratio (w = 0:43, Tho = 306K, Tco = 298K, DTIM = 10mm
and fs = 1).
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Figure 5.10: Conductive, radiative and total heat transfer coecients as a func-
tion of the wall emissivity (A = 8, Tho = 306K, Tco = 298K and fs = 1).
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Figure 5.11: Conductive, radiative and total heat transfer coecients as a func-
tion of the temperature dierence between the cold and the hot plates (w = 0:43,
A = 8, Tco = 298K and fs = 1).
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Figure 5.12: Conductive, radiative and total heat transfer coecients as a func-
tion of the absorber plate temperature (w = 0:43, A = 8, T = 10 and fs = 1).
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Figure 5.13: Conductive, radiative and total heat transfer coecients as a func-
tion of fs (w = 0:43, Tho = 308K, Tco = 298K and A = 8).
The numerical results were computed and compared to experimental measurements
of the heat transfer on honeycomb TIM studied by Hollands et al. [34] and Suehrcke
et al. [22]. The numerical results obtained using the FVM present a reasonable agree-
ment in general with the experimental measurements. A part of the deviation of our
model prediction with the experimental values can be resulting from the false scatter-
ing which is a nonphysical phenomenon related to the FVM. It was also shown that
the discrepancy can be attributed to the experimental errors in the measurement of
the dimensional and optical parameters of the TIM. Thereafter, the results analysis
of the heat transfer by conduction and radiation allowed to understand the coupled
heat transfer phenomena occurring in the TIM and to show the three dimensional
temperature isotherms and profiles for each aspect ratio.
Finally, with the aim of investigating the effect of the variation of the most relevant
optical and dimensional parameters of the TIM on the heat losses, several paramet-
ric simulations were performed. The investigated parameters were the aspect ratio
of the TIM, the wall emissivity, the temperature difference between the bounding
plates, the bounding plates temperature and the type of reflection of the TIM walls.
The range of values chosen for these parameters were fixed taking into account real
working conditions of a flat plate collector with TIM. From this study, it was found
that small TIM aspect ratios significantly decrease the heat losses. It was also shown
that the variation of the heat transfer coefficient as a function of the emissivity of the
TIM walls is different if selective/black or black/black bounding plates are used. In
general, high emissivity of the walls allows to reduce the overall heat losses. On the
other hand, the increase of the bounding plates temperature leads to an increase in
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the total heat loss coefficient due principally to a higher conduction heat transfer for
the selective/black case and to a higher radiation heat transfer for the black/black
case. Finally, it was shown that the increment of the specular fraction of the walls
reflectivity leads to a higher amount of heat losses from the absorber plate.
In this chapter, it has been shown that using three dimensional numerical code offers
a detailed simulation of the coupled heat transfer problem in honeycomb TIM. These
simulations are of great benefit to understand the physics of the problem and to
be used to develop new correlations for the heat transfer coefficients through the
TIM, which could improve the predictions of fast calculation models of the flat plate
collector presented in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future research
Abstract. In this chapter, a summary of the contribution of this thesis is presented. The
main objectives of this thesis have been achieved being: first to design and manufacture a
first prototype of a stagnation proof FPC with honeycomb transparent insulation and low
cost overheating protection system; the second objective is the development of a numerical
simulation infrastructure able to reproduce accurately the thermal performance of this col-
lector and to permit to conduct several parametric simulations with the aim to optimize its
design. Finally, possible directions for future research work are discussed in brief.
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6.1 Concluding remarks
This thesis has addressed the design, construction, testing and modeling of an innova-
tive FPC with plastic TIM and overheating protection system destined for solar heat
at low-to-medium temperature applications. This solar collector has many advantages
as its simple manufacturing process, its low cost thanks to the cheap overheating pro-
tection system and the collection of solar radiation coming from all directions (direct
and diffuse) which enable its stationary installation on any given roof. The designed
overheating protection system consists of a ventilation channel with a thermally ac-
tuated door that is introduced between the absorber and the back insulation. The
thermally actuated door consists of a shutting device made of a Nickel Titanium
(NiTi) shape memory alloy (SMA) spring. When the collector works in low operation
temperatures, the actuator is retracted and the door remains closed. When stagnation
conditions occur (generally in summer period), the SMA actuator expands to open
the door allowing the air to flow through the channel and to cool-down the collector.
Several experimental tests have been conducted in order to check the thermal be-
havior of the developed collector and the effectiveness of the overheating protection
system. It was shown that the overheating system is able to maintain low enough
temperatures at the collector during stagnation conditions, thus preventing the TIM
and the whole collector from being damaged. The experimental tests have also al-
lowed to determine the heat losses and the efficiency curves of the FPC prototype
and also to test the collector behavior under stagnation conditions.
With the aim to improve the FPC performance and to find an optimal design, an
accurate fast calculation numerical tool able to reproduce the thermal performance of
this collector has been implemented. The model is based on the numerical resolution
of the different elements by means of an algorithm able to use different simulation
levels (three, two or one dimensional) for each element (glass cover, TIM, air gap,
absorber, ventilation channel and insulation). The integration of the different ele-
ments is carried out with a modular object-oriented platform which allows the linking
between the different elements to perform a specific system or configuration. The use
of a modular simulation allows that each element can be treated as an independent
object coupled with its neighbors through the global algorithm. Each element in the
system is interchangeable and could be substituted by high-level CFD object if needed
with a possibility to parallelize the whole simulation in order to reduce the compu-
tational time. The fast calculation code has been validated with experimental tests
(indoor and outdoor) conducted within this work. The results demonstrated that the
code can accurately reproduce the performance of the collector, being able to pre-
dict the efficiency and heat losses of the collector with an average deviation of about
5%. The simulation results of a complete real day also showed that the prediction
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of the temperatures of the absorber and the TIM are in reasonable agreement with
the experimental values. Thereafter, several parametric simulations of 3125 different
configurations have been performed in order to optimize the collector design by means
of virtual prototyping. The results have allowed to propose the most promising design
of a stagnation proof FPC with plastic TIM able to work at operating temperature
of 100C with an efficiency above 50%. The proposed optimal collector showed that
it can compete with other commercially available solar collectors with comparable
efficiency and expected lower cost.
Detailed models based on multidimensional resolution of the Navier-Stokes and en-
ergy equations are important due to their ability to describe the thermal and fluid dy-
namic behavior of solar collectors avoiding the requirement of empirical correlations.
For this reason, the most critical elements of the collector (ventilation channel and
air gap&TIM) have been substituted by high-level CFD objects in the implemented
modular object-oriented code. Moreover, the steady state equations are substituted
by transient equations. In order to speed-up the simulations, parallelisation tech-
niques are used allowing to use various processors to solve the critical elements. The
numerical solutions are firstly validated with benchmark cases found in the literature.
Then, the general model of the solar collector is validated with the conducted ex-
perimental indoor tests which showed a reasonable agreement. The CFD simulation
results of the heat transfer and fluid dynamics in the ventilation channel (closed and
opened) and the air gap &TIM are presented and discussed. Although these results
are preliminary and a more extensive study has to be done, the detailed CFD analysis
have allowed to increase our understanding of the heat transfer and fluid flow present
in this type of solar collector.
In the studied solar collector, the modeling of the honeycomb TIM layer is an issue
due the presence of the three types of heat transfer (i.e. conduction, convection and
radiation) that interact with each others. However, the convection heat transfer can
be neglected when the honeycomb cell aspect ratio is large and the temperature differ-
ence between the absorber and the glass cover is small, the conduction and radiation
are always present and are strongly coupled. In order to study the interaction of these
two modes of heat transfer in the TIM layer, a three-dimensional numerical analysis
of the heat transfer across the honeycomb TIM has been performed. The cellular and
repetitive nature of the TIM structure has allowed to simplify the problem and to sim-
ulate a single isolated cell with opaque and adiabatic walls. The combined radiation
and conduction heat transfer across the isolated cell was treated by solving the energy
equation that is coupled to the Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE). For the resolution
of the RTE, the Finite Volume Method was used. The numerical results obtained with
various spatial and angular meshes are compared to experimental measurements of
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the heat transfer on an array of hexagonal celled polyester honeycomb TIM showing a
good agreement. The analysis of the heat transfer allowed to understand the coupled
heat transfer phenomena between conduction and radiation occurring in the TIM.
Finally, with the aim of investigating the effect of the variation of the most relevant
optical and dimensional parameters of the TIM on the heat losses, several parametric
simulations were performed. The investigated parameters were the aspect ratio of
the TIM, the wall emissivity, the temperature difference between the bounding plates
and the bounding plates temperature. From this study, it was found that small TIM
aspect ratios and high emissivity of the TIM walls significantly decrease the heat
losses. The increase of the bounding plates temperature also leads to an increase in
the total heat loss coefficient.
The work performed in this thesis can be considered as a step forward to make FPC
with TIM a commercial product competing to other products already available in the
market such as evacuated tube collectors with expected lower costs.
6.2 Limitations and future actions
The work performed within this thesis was directed toward two basic objectives: the
first was to design and manufacture a first prototype of a stagnation proof FPC with
honeycomb transparent insulation and low cost overheating protection system; the
second objective was the development of a numerical simulation infrastructure able
to reproduce accurately the thermal performance of this collector and to permit to
conduct several parametric simulations with the aim to optimize its design.
As shown in this manuscript, the results obtained within this work have allowed to
propose some future actions that should be subject to further study. Some possible
future actions have been outlined in this thesis and are focused on the following
different aspects:
1. Manufacturing and testing of the optimal solar collector proposed in chapter 3.
This will represent an improved pre-industrial prototype destined to compete
with available solar collectors at medium temperature applications. Although
the optimal dimensions have been evaluated within this work, the selection of
the suitable materials for each component should be further studied.
2. More systematic tests under overheating conditions (30 days of stagnation test)
are important for the best choice of the appropriated materials (such as the
TIM and the thermal insulation) that will be needed for the manufacturing of
the optimized prototype.
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3. As mentioned before, the results of chapter 4 of this thesis are preliminary re-
sults and further investigation must be performed. This work is still under
investigation and for this reason no publications have arisen from it. The im-
plemented high level model need to be further validated and verified. The study
and the validation process should also include outdoor tests.
4. Developing new correlations for the heat transfer in the ventilation channel and
the air gap&TIM by using the implemented CFD models. These correlations
could be introduced to the fast calculation model to improve its performance.
In this sense, further work is proposed to study the heat transfer under various
Rayleigh numbers and inclination angles.
5. In the CFD model presented in chapter 4, the thermal radiation has been simu-
lated by means of simplified model. However, in such solar thermal system the
radiation and convection are strongly dependent, the resolution of the coupled
problem may require very high computational time especially when using the
Finite Volume Method for the radiation. In general, when convection is cou-
pled to radiation the resolution may be around hundred times slower than the
resolution of the fluid flow. Thus, some other methods such as the Net Radi-
ation Method could be studied. It is less time consuming and may be a good
alternative to be used for the coupled problems.
6. In chapter 5, the problem of combined heat transfer by radiation and conduc-
tion across the isolated TIM cell has been solved assuming the convective heat
transfer to be small enough to be neglected. Further work may be conducted
in this sense with the objective to study the combined convection and radiation
in the honeycomb cell. The conduction/radiation problem would be a partic-
ular case. However, as just mentioned, the Finite Volume Method which need
high computational power, may be substituted by other methods less time con-
suming (the Net Radiation Method for example). The presence of the air gap
between the TIM layer and the absorber is also another subject that need to be
investigated in the TIM cell simulation.
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Nomenclature
Latin symbols:
A: TIM aspect ratio
Ac: aperture area of the collector [m2]
c: opening length of the channel [m]
cp: specific heat [Jkg 1K 1]
cp: fluid specific heat at average fluid temperature [Jkg 1K 1]
D: equivalent diameter of the TIM [m]
Di: inner diameter of the absorber tubes [m]
Do: outer diameter of the absorber tubes [m]
Dh: hydraulic diameter of the channel [m]
d: TIM wall thickness [m]
e: inter-plate spacing [m]
fw: wall fraction
fr: friction factor
fs: fraction of the reflectivity which is specular; fs = sw=(sw + dw)
F : standard fin efficiency
F 0: collector efficiency factor
g: gravity [ms 2]
G: solar radiation on the aperture of the collector [Wm 2]
G: incident radiation [Wm 2]
h: convection heat transfer coefficient [Wm 2K]
hch: channel height [m]
hr: radiation heat transfer coefficient [Wm 2K]
~h: enthalpy [kJ kg 1]
I : radiation intensity [Wm 2sr 1]
Ib: black body intensity [Wm 2]
L: TIM cell height [m]
l: discrete direction
Mw: number of discrete solid angles
:
mf : collector mass flow rate [kg s 1]
:
m: mass flow rate in the channel [kg s 1]
N : conduction-to radiation parameter N = =(4T 3h )
nt: number of parallel tubes in the absorber
Nu: Nusselt number (Nu = hL=)
~n: surface normal vector
Nx, Ny, Nz: number of CVs in x, y and z directions
N, N': number of CAs in the polar and azimuthal directions
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p: pressure [Pa]
Pch: channel perimeter [m]
Pr: Prandtl number:
Q: heat rate [W ]
:
q: heat flux per unit of length [Wm 1]
:
qf : free convective heat transfer across honeycomb [Wm 2]
:
qR: net radiative heat flux [Wm 2]
R: specific gas constant for dry air [Jkg 1K 1]
Ra: Rayleigh number (Ra = gTL3= ~)
Re: Reynolds number (Re = uL=)
S: absorbed solar energy by the absorber plate per unit area [Wm 2]
Sch channel section [m2]
Sin: inlet section of the channel [m2]
Sout: outlet section of the channel [m2]
Sm: modified source function
STIM : cross-sectional area of hexagonal honeycomb cell [m2]
~s: unit direction vector
t: time [s]
T : temperature [K]
U : overall heat loss coefficient [Wm 2K 1]
v: velocity [ms 1]
W : tubes spacing [m]
:
W : power [W]
x; y; z: Cartesian coordinates
X;Y; Z: dimensionless Cartesian coordinates
Subscripts:
ab: absorber
abs: absorbed energy
amb: ambient
airch: air in the ventilation channel
b: bottom
b: black body
bo: bond
c: glass cover
c: conduction
c: cold wall
ch: channel
co: cold
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conv: convection
cond: conduction
d: diffuse
e: edge
eff : effective
e; w; n; s: east, west, north and south
f : fluid
fi: fluid inlet
fo: fluid outlet
fin: absorber fin
g: gas
gr: ground
gap: air gap
gas: gas filling
h: hot wall
ho: hot
i: inner
i: control volume index
ins: insulation
insi: internal insulation surface (channel side)
inse: external insulation surface (ambient side)
L: loss
num: numerical
P : central node
o: outer
P : control volume
r: radiation
s: specular
sky: sky
s:rad: solar radiation
st: stored energy
and the absorber t: top
t: total
t:rad: thermal radiation
TIM : Transparent Insulation Materials
u: useful
w: wall
wi: wind
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Superscripts
d: diffuse
l: discrete direction
s: specular
Greek letters:
: absortivity
: thermal diffusivity of fluid [m2s 1]
~: thermal diffusivity [m2s 1]
: thermal expansion coefficient [K 1]
: extinction coefficient [m 1]
~: thermal expansion coefficient [K 1]
m modified extinction coefficient [m 1]
: Stefan-Boltzmann constant  = 5:6710 8Wm 2K 4
s: scattering coefficient [m 1]
: emissivity
: reflectivity
~: density [kgm 3]
(): transmittance-absorptance product
: collector slope []
: polar angle [rad]
i: angle of inclination face horizontal [rad]
: thermal conductivity [Wm 1K 1]
: kinematic viscosity [m2s 1]
: absorption coefficient [m 1]
: IR-extinction coefficient of the TIM layer [cm 1]
e: pressure loss coefficient due to the elbow.
b: pressure loss coefficient due to the butterfly door.
: fin thickness [m]
': azimuthal angle [rad]

: solid angle [sr]
: scattering phase function
: discrepancy
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